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What happens as a rule? 
C ommunication between designers and road users 

A.R. Hale & J. Stoop 
Safety Science Group, Oelft University of Technology 

Paper to Conference. Traffic Safety Theory & Research Methods 
Amsterdam, 26-28 April 1988 

Introduction 

Scene. A quiet back street in Scheven"mgen, a friday evening in winter, 
23.30 hours. 

An Englishman, resident in Holland for the last two years, but a regular 
visitor (every couple of months) to Britain, emerges tired from a pleasant 
evening chatting with English speaking friends, gets into his car parked on 
the left-hand side of the one-way street facing the direction he wishes to 
drive and sets off driving on the left hand side of the road . He turns into 
another broader, but still quiet street and continues driving on the left. 
After about 300 metres, as he is approaching a junction with a major road 
a car turns into the street and comes towards him on the same side of the 
road. He slows down, flashes his lights angrily, pulls over to the left-hand 
curb and curses under his breath that the drunks are out early this evening 
driving the wrong way down one-way streets. Only when the other car has 
gone past with the driver glaring and making indeterminate gestures with 
his finger pointing at his brain does a I amp light up above the Englishman's 
head as he realises to his horror that he was driV'mg down the wrong side 
of a two-way street. 

This personal experience of a traffic conflict is a dramatic illustration of 
the result of a confusion of rules, which has many of the hallmarks of the 
typical rule-based errors which can potentially lead to accidents and which 
can be very satisfactorily explained with the help of theories of cognitive 
psychology based on productIOn systems of rules (Michon 1985): 

there were two available but conflicting IF-THEN rules, one suggesting 
driving on the left-hand side of the road, the other on the right. 
a number of temporary situational factors increased the availability of 
the 'wrong' rule; the car was already parked on the left, the evening 
had been spent in an English environment (I). 
the level of concentration on driving was low through fatigue and 
preoccupation with remembering the pleasant evening. 
there were at first no clear contradictory signals to indicate that the 
wrong rule had been selected: the first street was one-way; there was 
no other traffic; no obvious street furniture was facing the 'wrong 
way'. 
the wrong production rule could therefore persist (and persistence in 
its own right appears to confer extra validity) and operate as automatic 
pilot to control the complex set of lower level skills necessary to drive 
the car. 

A personal observation which may be worthy of further research is 
that this last feature is a constant one in the now half dozen 
occasions in three years on which I have made this same error. 



when contradIctory evidence came it was at first 'mterpreted wIthin the 
framework of the prevailing rule as bemg the result of a fault by the 
other drivel; This persisted for at least 15 seconds before the evidence 
of error became so overwhelm'mg that the 'automatic p'llor' was d
isengaged and control was passed to the higher processes for a re
diagnosis of the problem. 

Cogn'ltive theories of this natlt e, srlmulated by the developments in the 
field of artificial intelligence of rule. based 'expert-sy!t,em' software, are 
now being increasingly applied to the analysis of accidents in complex 
systems (e. & Rasmussen, Reason 1987, Hale et al 1988} They are also 
being used to formulate new approaches to the analysis of the driving task 
and driver training (Michon 1987} In this paper we wish to look at the 
implications of these theories for the task of the designers of the hardware 
and software of the road system, and the information which t hey need in 
order to adapt their deS'lgns to predictable road user behaviour. 

Models of Behaviour 

Figure I shows the three levels ~ which behaviour operates, according to a 
recent model (Hale & Glendon 1987) based upon the ideas of Reason and 
Rasmussen. The distinction Reason draws between the levels l~ S mainly in 
terms of the amount of attention being paid to the process of planning and 
monitoring the behaviour. At the skill-based level a sequence of behavioural 
steps is carried out almost completely automatically with built-in monitoring 
linked to short-term goals of one step or a small number of related steps. 
At the rule-based level the level of attention given is greater, rEi ated to 
the choice of a particular routine from a number which may be possible. 
At the knowledge-based level there are no appropriate routines available to 
achieve the current goal and new rules must be generated to make progress; 
this requires concentrated attention and interaction wIth the problem. 

The differences between the levels should not be allowed to obscure the 
fact that behaviour at all three levels can be conceptualised as using IF
THEN rules, albeit of a somewhat different nature. These can be con
sidered as a hierarchy of rules of increasing generality or abstraction. At 
the skill-based level the rules are based on clearly defined signals 
(Rasmussen op. cit.) which trigger a single response. At the rule- based level 
the trigger for behaviour is the classification of the situation into a 
category by means of critical signs, and the behaviour itself is usually a 
sequence of action rules, often with preplanned checkpoints. At the 
knowledge-based level the trigger is the very newness of the situation and 
the rules are ones for seeking out information or heuristics for coping with 
certain sorts of problem, again based upon a classification of the situation 
using what Rasmussen calls the symbolic 'mformation which it contains (e.g. 
IF you are lost in an English city, THEN ask a policeman). 

Behaviour appears to sh'lft between levels under the general guidance of the 
production rules: 

IF there is an appropriate rule at a low level, THEN carry it out. 
IF a monitoring check fails OR there is no appropriate rule, THEN 
switch to a higher level. 
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The key concepts here are the defmiflons of 'appropflate' and 'fails'. The 
example quoted at the beginning of this paper illustrates how problems with 
both of these concepts can lead to the choi: e of, and/or perseverance wIth 
incorrect rules. Successful behaviour depends on the abilIty to make the 
appropriate distinctions between rules and exceptions. 

The crucial features which permit road users to control their behaviour 
successfully are: 

1. The presence of the appropriate rule in their repertoire. 

2. The presence of the necessary information (s"lgnals, signs and symbols) 
in a form which can be interpreted in such a way as to make the 
correct choice between compermg rules in all cases. 

3. The presence of the necessary information to recognise that the 
current operating rule is no longer leading to the appropriate goal. 

4. The time to make the correct choices and to carry out the 
so that the decision to implement or switch rules can 
situation under control or can recover control which 
temporarily lost 

monitoring 
keep the 
has been 

5. A set of appropriate objectives (motivation) which provides the 
measuring device against which correctness can be judged. 

Where the situation facing someone is complex, and where the situation is 
changing rapidly, both common features of many traffic situations, the time 
to make the necessary choices will be an important overall constraint which 
imposes the necessity to keep the production rules to be applied as simple 
as possible. 

The road user builds up a large array of production rules and organises 
them into hierarchies on the basis of experience. Any new situation will be 
asses~ed and responded to using the existing rules if possible. Existing 
rules will also be reviewed on a continuous or periodic basis depending 
upon how things turned out when they were applied on previous occasions; 
this may result in them being scrapped or modified to apply under either 
more tightly or more loosely defined conditions. The repertoire of the road 
user's rules is therefore never static and no two road users will have 
exactly the same repertoire, though there will always be large overlaps for 
drivers sharing broadly similar experience (e.g. driving in one area of a 
country). 

More detailed descriptions of these cognitive models can be found in texts 
of human behaviour in relation to accidents (Hale & Glendon 1987, Michon 
1985, Rasmussen et al 1987, Wilde 1982). Since we wish to concentrate on 
what these theories have to say to the designer of the hardware and 
software of the road system, let us look first at the ways in which 
problems can arise where the road user's production rules come into 
conflict with, or are lead astray by the environment provided by the 
designer and controler of (parts of) the road system. 
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Problems with rules 

I. Crosstalk and capture. 
If parts of two rules are very similar it 'IS poss'lble for behaviour to shift 
from one to the othet: Hale et al (1988) sugge!t this as a hypothesis to 
explain some accidents at a croSSroads over a dual carr'lageway, where 
drivers may slip inadvertently from the program for crossing the first 
carriageway into that for the seconct A solution to this problem is 
suggested in the form of a junction where this similarity 'IS removed, 
making such a loss of place much less likely' 

Capture by an incorrect rule will occur where road markings It e confusible 
as where the line aimed to guide traffic from the right at a crossroads with 
a ,'ual carriageway into the correct carriageway is mistaken by some drivers 
as a stop line, causing them to choose the wrong producflon rule, \ e to 
stop instead of to exert their priority. 

2. Alerting v triggering. 
Appropriate shifting from one level of behaviour to another has been 
identified as a cl'ltical control feature. Road signs can function as alerting 
de~'ces to make this switch from skilL to rule- or kno\\1iedge-based 
functioning, but they can also have the function of triggering an automatic 
response at a skill level Incons'lstencies in the use or interpretation of 
particular road signals or signs can result in confusion as to which is 
intended and therefore what response is required. For example flashing 
yellow lights are used on Dutch motorways both to alert drivers to a 
decision ahead (e.g. there are traffic lights ahead that may be red) and to 
trigger a slowing response (e.g. that a bridge ahead is open and that the 
lights are red). In the first case the lights are intended as alerting devices 
and are on all the time, in the second they are intended as a trigger and 
are only on when the bridge is open. 

It seems to be a frequent problem with signals designed to be triggers that 
the response to them becomes eroded to one of alerting. An example of 
such a signal is the red traffic light, at least in the Netherlands. Most car 
and lorry drivers treat it as something to be automaflcally obeyed; the 
majority of cyclists however ride through it, apparently treating it only as 
a signal that they must look more carefully to see if cross traffic is 
coming. With pedestrians this erosion has gone further, and has lead some 
local authorities to accept this fact and to replace the red pedestrian light 
with a flashing orange alerting light. 
Longitudinal studies of how and why such changes occur would provide 
much useful information to designers. 

3. False alarms and erosion of rules. 
A meta-rule that seems to govern the driving behaviour of many people is: 

IF there is a significant pay-off from following a production rule, 
THEN test its limitations to see if you can get away with following it 
even where it formally should not be used. (I.e. try to erode the 
restrictions in the IF-statement.) 

An example might be t he rule: 
I F road and traffic conditions are good, AND no speed limits apply, 
AND the car will comfortably go faster, THEN increase speed. 
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The limitations in the IF- statement and particularly the one(s) which appear 
most flexible will be tested and pushed to their limit if the rewards of high 
speed are perceived to be great In this case almost certainly speed limits 
will be ignored until the perceived discomfort (to car and driver) of the 
faster speed, the design of the road or the traffic conditions impose a 
further limit. 

The rules about crossing traffic lights on the amber appear also increasingly 
to be becoming eroded in the Netherlands, with an increasing number of 
vehicles which have therefore not cleared the crossing when the red follows 
the amber. A possible reaction from designers to such an erosion is to 
impose an extra delay after the red phase starts before traffic from another 
road is given its green light. If this becomes apparent to drivers it can be 
asked what aspect of the production rule would prevent the erosion simply 
continuing further into the red phase. 

If the retention or modification of rules is governed by experience with 
them there will always be a problem with rules which are formulated to 
work even in exceptional circumstances. There will be a tendency for the 
rule to be modified or to fall into disuse if the exceptional circumstances 
do not occur very often. An example of such a rule is: 

'IF the red lights remain flashing after the level crossing barrier ·1S 

raised, THEN remain stationary because there may be another train 
coming' 

This rule will fall into disuse if the driver's experience is that the red 
lights (almost) always go out a few moments after the barriers lift, and 
that there is very rarely a train. The warning will then be treated as a 
'false alarm'; safe results almost alwa)s follow even when it is ignored. 
The only real solution to this problem is to eliminate the need for the rule 
by ensuring that, if a second train is coming, the barriers do not open 
between the trains. 

The problem of 'false alarms' is a besetting one for motorway warning 
systems which automatically flash speed limits over the carriageways in 
response to indications from further ahead that traffic is being held up or 
slowed down, or that capacity problems are developing. Partly because of 
the problems of the speed with which traffic conditions change in such 
circumstances most drivers have had the experience of either having a 
speed limit or lane closure instruction given when there is no immediate 
(and sometimes no subsequent) indication of the need for it, or seeing a 
limit of say 50 kph above a lane which is stationary. The result in both 
cases can be loss of faith in the information as a valid factor in making 
decisions; ~ e. it becomes eroded to being a simple alerting device or drops 
altogether out of the conditions governing the production rules for 
modifying speed, which then reverts to the control of other cues such as 
visible traffic density. 
Herry (1987) reports such loss of motivation to conform where operators do 
not understand the reason behind the rules that they are asked to follow. 
If his conclusions are valid for drivers also, it would suggest that a 
problem with the J. nformation systems lies in giving the information only as 
a speed limit. Even if this is intended only to be an advisory one, it may 
come over to drivers as an instruction, as an attempt by the managers of 
the road network to take away the decision from them as to what speed 
they should travel. 
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A message glvmg reasons (e.g. 'Accident 2 km ahead', 'Thick mm patches 
over 5 km' or 'Traffic bunching ahead' would alert the drivers to the need 
to regulate their speed using their normal production rules without 
promoting such possible resentment and might lead to even better results 
from such systems than has already been shown (de Kroes 19). 

The whole problem of erosion of production ' rules under the influence of 
the meta-rule which we have suggested is merely another way of formulat
ing the question of risk compensation. However, we suggest that a 
formulation in terms of production rules and their use offers a useful and 
testable way of generating hypotheses in this area. The discipline of wr'lting 
the IF-THEN statements provides a potential language in which different 
situations can be compared to see what factors seem to lead to considerable 
or to insignificant compensation. Many of the statements made in the 
preceding paragraphs are of a speculative nature, but their formulation as 
possible production rules does at least suggest ways of testing their 
valldity. 

4. Relevance of information being provided. 
The examples in both 2 and 3 above also indicate the importance of 
knowing at what level a particular piece of behaviour is being and should 
be controlled, so that it is clear to the designer whether triggering or 
alerting is the desired objective. It is also important to know what factors 
are involved in the IF-statement of the production rule which needs to be 
triggered or switched to. Only then is it really possible to design any 
attempts to influence that behaviour. For example, do the production rules 
governing speed on the motorway depend on monitoring the relative motion 
of the other traffic or of the roadside furniture, listening to engine note, 
occasionally monitoring the speedometer or setting the position of the foot 
on the accelerator pedal. Attempts by designers to modify speed behaviour 
need to be radically different depending which combination of factors is 
Important, and to what extent the monitoring occurs at skill- or rule-based 
level. 

5. Incompatibility of production rules used by different road users. 
A set of production rules may be perfectly internally consistent (and so 
safe at the individual level), but may be inappropriate if other road users 
do not operate the same rules. 

An example is the production rules for use of lanes on a motorway. Driver 
A uses the rules: 

a) IF travelling between 90-120 kph, THEN drive in centre lane, 
b) IF centre lane occupied, THEN switch to fast lane. 

Driver B uses the rule: 
IF lane to the right of you is free of traffic, THEN move over to it. 

Driver B will pass driver A on the near side, probably waving his fist and 
may precipitate the capture of driver A's control system by the emotional 
priority rule: 

IF someone cuts you up, THEN retaliate. 

Wilde (1976) reported problems of incompatibility over pnonty at unmarked 
junctions. Despite a formal rule that traffic from the right had priority, 
drivers on 'high status' roads at Ut e crossing had learned that drivers from 
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their right gave way to them and had replaced this formal rule with one 
which ran: 

IF driving on 'high status' road, THEN take precedence over traffic 
from right. 

This is naturally incompatible with the dl'lver (probably not familiar with 
the crossing) using the formal rule of priority. 

IF traffic is coming from your left, THEN take prionty over it. 

Unambiguously marked stop-lines at all junctions (based upon the status of 
the road) reduces th"ls erO~lOn of rules and the consequent incompatibility. 

This partial catalogue of causes of confusion with·m and between the rules 
of road users sets the scene for a discussion of the task of the designer of 
the hardware and software of road systems in trying to influence the 
behaviour of those users. 

By designer we wish to include all those who produce not only the 
hardware of the road system (road furniture, road layout, car design, 
signaling etc) but the procedures (software) which govern its use (traffic 
rules). 

Designers have many tools at their disposal. Some are designed to make 
particular behaviour by the road user impossible (physical barriers, 
separation of traffic lanes etc), some are designed to have an effect when 
all control is lost (,forgiving' road furniture, reinforced driver compartments 
etc), but the majority have their effect through the influence they have on 
the choices road users make. In terms of the model of behaviour presented 
above the task of the designer in using those tools is: 
a) to provide the information for the road user to make the appropriate 

choices of production rules 

b) to regulate the repertoire of rules and objectives of the different 
road-users so that they are mutually compatible. 

Both of these tasks are processes of communication. Sometimes the 
communication is very direct and conscious, as in the case of road 
markings, traffic signals and signs; sometimes it is more indirect as in the 
case of road layout, vehicle design characteristics or enforcement policy. 
In the latter case there are implied rules which the road user is required to 
apply to cope successfully with the situation presented by the designer; the 
user must discover or be told these rules (e.g. the 'correct' production rules 
for negotiating a new design of crossroads or roundabout, or for driving a 
new car). 

Communication implies a language which is shared by the informant and the 
recipient (or at least an efficient translation service). The implicafJon of 
the theories of cognitive psychology is that the language being used inside 
the black box which is the road user is one of production rules. The 
problem is that very few people currently speak this language, which gives 
rise to communication problems. Each group has tended to believe. like 
the archetypal Englishman, that if they talk their own language slowly and 
loudly enough, everyone else will make the effort to understand and 
conform. 
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Communication Problems 

One of the main problems of communication between the designer and road 
user is the different meaning they give to the concept of rules. The 
characteristics of the road user's rules have been described above. They 
can be summarIsed in a table which shows the contrast with the way in 
which designer's frequently use the term 'rule'. 

Hard- Isoftware Designer 

Rules are normative 

Rules are designed to prevent 
deviation 

Rules are usually conservative, 
l.e. framed to apply in as wide a 
range of circumstances as 
possible 

A breach 
regarded as 
p.unishment 
(2) 

of the rules is 
sufficient reason for 

Road User 

Rules are experience-based 

Deviations are used to test rules 
and modify them 

Rules are (or become) specific 
(by inclusion of conditions 
governing their choice) to take 
advantage of short cuts 

A breach of the rules is an 
opportunity for learning and 
refinement 

To bridge this communication gap there needs to be a concerted effort at 
translation. The cognitive psychologists need to make explicit the 
production rules which road users are applying, and how those rules are 
subject to change over time under the influence of changes in the physical 
and social environment. Designers need to be more explicit about the 
assumptions which they are making about the behaviour of the users of 
their hard- or software, the normative production rules and the expected 
conditions where they will apply. The final gap between the two groups 
can be closed through the function of interpreter which needs to be 
fulfilled by the safety expert, who has two tasks: 

translating the production rules of the road user into design constraints 
and guidance. 

looking at the 'normative' rules of the different groups of designers 
(e.g. vehicle and road system designers and the designers of rules aimed 
at protecting safety and environment) and detecting mismatches in their 
rules between the groups and with the way road users can be expected 
to behave. 

These two aspects are further worked out in the next section. 

2 The last distinction is also made by Taylor (1987) when he 
discusses the rejection by designers and regulators of the 
'reasons' which people put forward for deviating from 
normative actions as being irrelevant to a discussion of 
rules. See also Quist (1987). 
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Formulating designs in production rules 

Designers and manufacturers in some areas are increasingly used to the idea 
that they should write user instrucClons Wit h the'1f product This is a 
notion which has glnned acceptance With consumer products, with process 
plant and with computer software. It is perhaps a novelty to insist upon 
the need for the deS'lgner of a croslt' oads, traffiC signal installation or 
traffic rule to do the sam~ 

What we are advocating is not just a description of how the prOVISion 
w~ ks, but a detailed set of expliC'lt production rules in an IF-THE N format. 
The rules should specify the conditions under which the production rule can 
be applied and those where an alternative rule must be used. 

Such an exercise will permit the following tests to be carried out on the 
deS'lgn: 

I. Is the information required to check the applicability of the rule (the 
conditions formulated in the conditional clause) available, distinguish. 
able and usable in the rime and weather/lighting etc. conditions which 
can be expected. 

2. Are the rules internally consistent? This is equivalent to debugging 
the program of rules in much the same way that a software program is 
debugged. Indeed it is not unreasonable to look forward to a time 
when the rules would be formulated as a software program and 
debugged in a simulation. 

3. Are all expected circumstances covered by the rules? A particular 
condition of note is where the piece of equipment fails. For example 
what is the rule for coping with a traffic light which sticks on red? 
If it reads 'IF light above your lane is red for more than 5 minutes, 
THEN cross against it with caution', will it pass the test under 5. 

4. Do any of the rules formulated conflict with rules for using other 
parts of the road system (e.g. a road layout whereby traffic leaving 
the main motorway does so on what was until then the fast lane)? In 
the long term this could again be tested in a simulated system built up 
of the different sub-sets of rules. 

5. What are the possibilities that the rule will become eroded, or will be 
ignored as unrealistic? How frequent will false alarms be? This could 
be conceived of in part as a special case of 4 whereby a rule conflicts 
with the 'normal operating rules' (meta-rules) of the human. The rule 
quoted in 3 above is almost certainly an example. Hardly any motorist 
would wait so long at a red light before concluding that it was 
broken. During this test each of the conditions for application of the 
rule can be tested to see what opportunity there is for bending it. 
Out of such a test would come a much clearer idea of the critical 
conditions which can then be worked on to strengthen the rule against 
erosion. For example such a test might in<\~cate in a much more 
incontrovertible way that no rule governing speed is likely to be proof 
against steady erosion while no at em~ is made to control the 
condition 'IF the car can comfortably go faster, ..•. '. 

6. What training would road u,sers require t,O adapt their CUrrent set of 
production rules to incorpor~ e the new design? Is this compatible 
with what is known about the 'normal oper~ ing rules' of the human? 
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The translation and the tests need to be carried out as soon as the design 
begins to take shape at a functional level and then iteratively until the 
final detailed form has been decided upon. The process of testing "IS a 
cooperative effort between the designer and the safety expert as interpreter 
of the psychological information. 
In order to carry out the tests specified access is needed to a great deal of 
information which is currently only partially known. The gaps '10 what is 
available, and in the accessibility of the information can be translated into 
the tasks which face the traffic safety researchers: 

I. Produce a poq of the production rules which are used in practice by 
dr}Vers. How many rules do drivers use? (e.g. how many different 
types of crossroad Qre distinguished by having a unique rule?) How 
do you recogDi..se what rule a driver is using? The techniques of 
knowledge eng"lne~ ing (REFERENCE NEEDED) should be useful as a 
guide to the r,esearch techniques to use, e.8. "Interviews with 'experts', 
observation. 

2. Produce a confusibihty index for rules. What characteristics make 
rUles confusible? The still underdevt!l .oped, but burgeoning field of 
software reliability should be of s~vice here (Koornneef & Hale 1987). 

3. Document cases of erosion of rules and develop a diagnostic tool for 
susceptible rules. This suggests a priority for longitudinal research 
into behaviour of drivers at particular road features to explain the 
often reported short and medium term modifications in behaviour (and 
accident rates). 

4. Specify the circumstances which should be used '10 the third test above 
to assess the breadth of coverage of the rules. What variation '10 e.g. 
weather, driver and vehicle charactertstics must be covered in defining 
the production rules. 

Conclusion 

The suggestions which we have made in this paper relate to a possible 
common language which can be used by designers, students of road user 
behaviour and safety experts to communicate. It provides a language in 
which behaviour can be described, design constraints can be specified, 
instructions for the use of designs and for the training of road users can 
be written and the problem of the policing of road user behaviour against 
risk compensation can be discussed. 

The traditional research techniques of accident and incident analysis and of 
observation of road user behaviour retain their importance, but with a very 
specific purpose of discovering what the production rules are which road 
users employ and how they change over time. 

The development of 'expert systems' based on production rules offers the 
hope that simulation can take a step further in a way which will allow a 
direct link to be made between human behaviour and the sort of mathe
matical simulation which is already a commonplace of road system designers. 

Finally, by opening up the black box and providing a rigorous language in 
which behaviour can be described, a dialogue with the road users them
selves can be undertaken, and they can take their rightful place as the 
experts whom the 'expert systems' are trying to simulate. 
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A FRAMEWORK FOR THE PREDICTION OF 

USER FEEDBAC K TO ROAD SAFETY MEASURES 

Wiel Janssen 

TNO Institute for Perception 

Soesterberg, The Netherlands 

1 FEEDBACK AND TRAFFIC SAFETY 

There is a need for tools to predict whether user feedback 

as a response to traffic safety meosures will occur and how 

much it will be. In this paper I will attempt to specify 

what things we must know to become able of successfully 

predicting user feedback. This will be followed by an 

illustration on the basis of German evidence relating 

driver fatalities to seat belt wearing rates. Finally, the 

hypothesis of selective recruitment will be considered as 

an alternative explanation for feedback-like phenomena. 

2 ELEMENTS OF A PREDICTIVE FRAMEWORK 

Three elements are involved in the feedback analysis. "These 

are: 

(1) the so-called "engineering estimate" of a meosure's 

expected effect, that is the accident reduction to be 

achieved if there were no behavioral feedback at all; 
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(2) the degree of penetration, or user rate, of the 

measure in the relevant population; 

(3) the behavioral mechanisms underlying a road user's 

response to changes in his task environment brought 

about by the implementation of safety measures . 

3 THE ENGINEERING ESTIMATE 

The basic notion in making an engineering estimate is that 

a measure's expected safety benefit is given as .an 

extrapolation or an implication of a straightforward 

engineering calculation. For example, if design changes to 

some roadside device are calculated by engineering methods 

to reduce the probability of a driver death on impact by 

10%, then the engineering estimate is that a 10% reduction 

in driver deaths from collisions with the mod~fied device 

will occur. 

The prediction of feedback can never be better than 

the engineering estimate permits. This is a sad fact of 

life, but in no way unique to the particular enterprise of 

predicting feedback. 

4 USER RATES 

In order to assess a measure's effectiveness we must know 

which part of the relevant population is affected by that 

measure, i.e., how large the measure's degree of 

penetration, or use rate, is. 
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For measures which for their effectiveness rely on the 

acceptance of the population there is the issue of 

selective recruitment, the particular assumption being that 

those the least inclined to accept a safety measure would 

profit the most from it (e.g., Evans, 1985). The hypothesis 

will be discussed later in this paper (section 8). 

5 THE AVAILABILITY OF A BEHAVIORAL MODEL 

People respond and adapt to changes in their environment. 

There is no reason why they should not do so after the 

environment has been changed by safety measures. A sensible 

behavioral model should incorporate this fact either 

explicitly or as a consequence of its internal build-up. 

Following O'Neill (1977) we have modelled driver 

behavior, in terms of speed choice, as the outcome of a 

process of utility maximization (Janssen & Tenkink, 1988). 

We consider a trip undertaken by car as being associated 

with two costs, one the expected (opportunity) time loss, 

the other the expected accident cost. Their sum loss over 

the trip is to be minimized by an appropriate choice of 

speed. 

Assuming an engineering estimate E for the 

effectiveness of a safety measure the model predicts that 

the accident risk per kilometer for a driver after the 

implementation of the measure will not decrease by the 

expected factor E, but by a factor 

1 - (1_E)l/(c+1), [1] 
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(where c is in the order of 3). This factor will always be 

much lower than E. It then follows tllat at user rate q the 

r isk per kilometer for the population as a whole will be a 

p r oportion 

1 - q [1 - (1_E)1/(c+1)] 

of what it was at q = 0, instead of the proportion 1- qE 

predicted by a simple engi neering estimate x user rate 

calculation. 

6 AN ILLUSTRATION: SEAT BELT WEARING RATES AND 

FATALITIES IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 1984 

[2] 

I will present one of those cases in which the conditions 

for predicting feedback are in fact reasonably met, that 

is, where we have an engineering estimate and exact use 

rates that can be fed into the behavioral model. The case 

comprises a set of data from the Federal Republic of 

Germany pertaining to a sudden rise in seat belt wearing 

rate and its subsequent effect on passenger car fatalities 

(BrUhning et al., 1986). 

From August 1, 1984, onward German author~ties exerted 

a stricter enforcement of seat belt legislation by setting 

a fine of DM 40 ("Verwarnungsgeld") for being apprehended 

as a non-wearer passenger car driver. Almost overnight 

wearing rates went up spectacularly, from 58% to 92% for 

the country as a whole. This makes the German data as close 
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to coming from an ideal "natural" experiment as possible, 

and it makes it feasible to postdict fatalities after the 

increase in wearing rates. Expected changes in fatalities 

in the second part of the year as compared to the first 

part are given in Table 1, both for the increase tn use 

rate x engineering estimate prediction (assuming a seat 

belt effectiveness, given a crash, of E = 0.50) and for the 

behavioral model (with c = 3 in Eqs. [1] and [2]). These 

are to be compared to the change in fatalities actually 

observed. 

Table 1 Predicted and observed average monthly changes in 

passenger car driver fatalities, Germany, second part of 

1 984 relative to first part (in percent). 

E==============================================-== ==== ===== 
Road Wearing Wearing Postdicted Postdicted Actual 
type rate, rate, change change change 

first second (eng.est) (beh.model) 
part part 

----------------------------------------- - -------- -- -------
"Autobahn" 81% 97% - 9 - 3 + 1 
"LandstraJ3e" 62% 94% -23 - 6 - 8 
Insl.de 
built-up 47% 88% -27 - 7 - 5 
areas 

Total 58% 92% -24 - 6 - 7 
================================================= =~= == == =- = 

There is good agreement between the changes in fatalities 

postdicted by the utility maximization mode~ and those 

actually observed. The postdiction for the whole country 

(-6%) is in fact very c l ose to the observed change (-7%). 
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The simple engineering estimate x change in us e rate 

calculation results in postd~ct~ons that a r e an order of 

magnitude wrong (e.g., a postdicted - 2 4% for t he whole 

country versus an obser ved - 7%). 

7 SELECTIVE RECRUITMENT: AN ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION? 

The idea that those people who might profit the most from a 

safety measure are the least inclined to accept it could 

provide an explanation of feedback effects - in the 

operational sense of disappointing results of safety 

measures - without resort to assumed mechanisms of 

individual adaptation to an environment that has changed. 

Selective recruitment would have to manifest itself at 

both ends of the user scale. The first group of users must, 

by their presumed "safe" driving, be underinvolved in 

accidents, particularly the more severe types. The last 

group of users must be overinvolved in either or both 

respects, so that there must be very high gains of a safety 

measure once it becomes accepted by this group. 

There are results that contradict the selective 

recruitment hypothesis at both ends of the user scale. 

Evans (1986) has determined the effectiveness of safety 

belts in preventing fatalities on the basis of a large 

sample of fatal US accidents over a 9-year period 

(1975-1983). The effectiveness, given a crash, was 

estimated to be 43% for passenger car drivers. This is 

incompatible with a selective recruitment hypothesis, given 
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that wearing rates during that period in the US were in the 

o~der of 1 0%. Thus, even the presumably naturally safe 

drivers constituting the first group of belt users have the 

type of crashes in which the safety belt, given a crash, 

has a large effect. Also in Evans' sample of fatalities 

4. 6% were belted which, given a use rate of ~ 10%, is no 

evidence of an underinvolvement of the first group of 

wearers in fatal accidents, again contradicting selective 

recruitment. 

Evidence at the high end of use rates comes from the 

analysis of German data presented before. As that analysis 

has shown the German experience, pertaining to an increase 

in seat belt wearing rates well into the nineties, has 

yielded effects that do not even begin to approach an 

assumed belt effectiveness in the order of 40 to 60%. There 

is thus no evidence in these data that these extremely high 

wearing rates have captured a group of drivers 

overrepresented in fatalities. Again, this runs counter to 

the selective recruitment hypothesis. 

8 CONCLUSION 

There is promise in the application of behavioral models to 

questions of negative user feedback occurring in response 

to traffic safety measures. There is as yet no convincing 

evidence for selective recruitment as an alternative 

explanation for feedback-like phenomena. 
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DRIVER ATTITUDES AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO? 

By Terje Assum and Kari Midtland, research officers 
I nstitute of Transport Economics, Oslo, Norway 

Over the years there has been a great interest in 
drivers' attitudes in Norway. A Norwegian minister of 
transport even put it this way: "Without change of at
titudes we will have no improvement in traffic safety." 
Measures have been taken to change drivers' attitudes 
with the hope that the number of accidents will be re
duced. 

On the other hand, a relationship between attitudes and 
traffic accidents is clearly documented in traffic 
safety research literature. 

Theoretically, there is no direct relationship between 
attitudes and accidents. The idea must be that attitu
des influence behavior, which in turn causes accidents: 

Atti tUdesl ------~ I Behavior ------, I Accidents 

If the number of accidents is to be reduced by 
attitude-changing measures, it should work like this: 

Counter- -- Attitudes-
measures 

Behavior - Accidents 
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Covering all factors and relations in this model in one 
study is difficult. The effect of countermeasures like 
information or education is often evaluated by the at
tention payed to it, or by change of knowledge and at
titudes, disregarding the possible effect on behaviar 
or accidents. The rel ationship between attitudes and 
behavior has been studied, but accident risk is usually 
left out. The relationship between individual behavior 
and accident risk is especially difficult to study, 
because accidents are rare events that should be 
studied in a large population. Studying behavior takes 
much time, and it is consequently difficult to study 
the behavior of a large population. 

Two studies were made to investigate 
between attitudes and behavior on the 
relationship between attitudes and 
other. 

the relationship 
one hand and the 
accidents on the 

The hypothesis of the first study is that there is a 
positive relationship between drivers' attitudes and 
behavior, i.e. drivers expressing positive attitudes 
towards legal speed, should also behave more legally on 
the road than drivers expressing negative attitudes 
towards legal speed. The Fishbein model (Ajzen and 
Fishbein 1980) of the relationship between attitudes 
and behavior was used as a theoretical basis. The speed 
of drivers was observed on the road, and their attitu
des were subsequently measured by questionnaire. Suffi
cient attitude and behavior data were obtained from 35 
percent of the original 1433 driver sample. 

The hypothesis of the second study is that there is a 
negative relationship between drivers' attitudes and 
accident risk, i.e. that drivers expressing positive 
attitudes towards traffic safety, have a lower risk 
than drivers expressing negative attitudes towards 
traffic safety. In the second study a subset of questi
ons from the first questionnaire in addition to other 
questions were used to measure the drivers' attitudes 
to traffic safety, their description of a good driver 
in general and evaluation of their own driving. This 
way of measuring attitudes can be considered "attitudes 
toward targets" in Ajzen and Fishbein's terms, whereas 
"attitudes toward the behavior" was measured in the 
first study. 

In addition these drivers were also asked about acci
dent involvement during the preceding two years and 
annual mileage. Questionnaires containing these questi
ons were administered by mail to a representative 
sample of 15000 Norwegian driver's licence holders. The 
return rate was 66 percent. 
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study Dimensions studied 

I I Attitudes I ---- I BehaviorI 

11 I Attitudes I ---------------------1 I Accidents I 
By comparing the results of these two studies, the re
lationship between behavior and accidents can also be 
shown. These relationships will by analyzed and presen
ted in the paper. If the hypotheses of both studies are 
confirmed, there is an indication that attitudes are 
related to accidents through behavior. 

Principally, it is not acceptable to use as an indepen
dent variable one which comes after the dependent one 
in time. Analyzing the relation between attitudes at 
the time of answering the questionnaire, and accidents 
during the two previous years, we have to suppose that 
attitudes have not changed significantly during the 
last two years. 

However, a possible relationship between attitudes and 
accident involvement may be due to drivers changing 
their attitudes because of accident involvement. In 
that case the relationship between attitudes and acci
dents is not interesting as a basis for traffic safety 
measures. Such a relationship is illustrated by the 
dotted arrow in the following figure: 

Counter- --+ 

measures 
Attitudes - I BehaViorl~ Accidents 

If this relationship actually exists, drivers with high 
accident risk should have more positive attitudes 
towards traffic safety, than drivers with low accident 
risk, i.e. there should be a positive relationship 
between attitudes and accident risk. 

The two seemingly contradicting hypotheses concerning 
the relation between attitudes and accident risk are 
not necessarily contradicting. The latest hypothesis, 
i.e. that accident involvement may cause positive atti
tudes, applies only to drivers who have actually been 
involved in accidents, whereas the first hypothesis 
applies mainly to drivers who have not been involved in 
accidents. The sample of drivers should therefore be 
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broken down by accident- involvement, and the relations
hip between attitudes and risk should be studied sepa
rately for the two groups. A modified hypothesis will 
then be that among those not involved in accidents, 
there is a negative relationship between attitudes and 
accident risk, whereas there is a positive relationship 
between attitudes and accident risk among those in
volved in accidents. By breaking down the sample into 
two subgroups, the relationship between our main vari
ables should become clearer. 

To establish the causal direction of a possible relati
onship between attitudes and accident risk, another qu
estionnaire on accident involvement will be administe
red to the same sample two years after the first one. 
Attitudes measured in the first questionnaire will be 
related to accidents as measured in the second one. In 
this way the possibility of confusing two different re
lationships between attitudes and accidents can be 
ruled out, and the independent variable, attitudes, is 
measured before the dependent variable, accident risk. 

If after this step, a negative relationship between at
titudes to traffic safety and accident risk is con
firmed, the next question to be asked is how to change 
attitudes? Answering that question, requires a totally 
different study. 
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MISTAKES AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS: INTERPRETING DRIVERS' ERRORS 

J. A.Groeger & I.D.Brown 
M. R. C. Applied Psychology Unit 

Cambridge. England. 

Abstract·. 
It is suggested that the errors drivers make are 
an important source of information. both to the 
researcher and to the system designer. but one 
which has been virtually ignored by both until 
recently. Part of the reason for this has been a 
misunderstanding of how error relates to other 
aspects of driver behaviour and to road accidents. 
These shortcomings have been supported by 
researchers' failure to develop theoretical accounts 
of driver error and classifications of errors which 
serve both practical and theoretical functions. 
Models of error from other areas are reviewed here 
and principles are advanced for classifying drivers 
errors. The use of error as an index of behaviour 
in driver testing. training and accident 
classification is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Performance. of any skill. is rarely error-free. Only on some occasions are 
such deviations from an intended course of action actually noticed by the 
performer. Only on still rarer occasions do such errors have dire 
consequences (i. e. lead to an accident). The relationship between error 
frequency and accidents. when investigated in the context of driver 
behaviour. has generally been shown to be both weak and difficult to 
interpret. Assessing the importance of driver error as an index of 
behaviour. merely on the basis of the ability of raw error frequency to 
predict accident involvement is. however. both hasty and unwise. In a 
variety of other contexts. from typing (Norman and Rumelhart. 1983) to 
nuclear power plant operation ( Reason and Embrey. 1985) • types and 
incidence of error have been used to add to our understanding. not just of 
situations where performance breaks down. but also where performance is 
normal. The benefits of understanding why people behave in a particular 
way. how skill develops and how it may be encouraged to develop along 
desirable lines are obvious. It is not obvious that we can ever achieve 
such an understanding of driver bp.haviour. without thoroughly 
investigating driver error. We hope that this paper will help investigators 
in this task. and will help us to clarify our own thoughts on the matter. 

Harvey. Jenkins and Sumner (1975). in one of the few systematic studies 
of driver error. set out to determine what errors were the most common. 
which were the most dangerous. and at what locations errors occurred. 
along a test route. They conclude 11 the validity of the errors as measures 
of hazardous behaviour has been shown by establishing that there are 
positive correlations between number of errors. their level of danger and 
accident incidence. Driving errors have been shown to occur more 
frequently at locations with more reported injury accidents and the 
frequencies of different types of errors reported in accidents are shown to 



be slmllar to those of observed drlvlnQ errors", Such tlndlnQs. one mlQht 
have 1mag1ned. would have lead to a plethora 0+ studIes whlch aimed to 
i solate envlronmental, psycholoqlcal and demoqraph] c lnfluences on error 
occ urrence. Unfortunately" they d1d not. Perhaps further Investlgations did 
not fulfil this early promis~ In hIndsl~ht. lt 1S almost surpr1s1n~ that 
t he Harvey et al. study produced ~s Interestln~ findlnqs as lt did~ since 
the cr1t erla adopted for error classl f l catlon are overly leqallstlc, based 
on sItuations rather than behavlour and too heav1ly blassed towards actions 
which would lead to fallure in a drIVIng test. 'Ihese are perfectly 
reasonable standards to adopt lf one wlshp.s to examIne the llnk between such 
"code violatlons u and accldents. But such behavIours are but a sub set ot 
the errors drivers actually make 1n everyday 11fe and tell us lIttle about 
the causes of error, or lndeed about drivinq as a Sklll. 

A similar case may be made W1th regard to the 'confl1ct study" technique. A 
traffic c onfllct is defined as " an observab'le event whIch would end 1n an 
accident unless one of the involved partles slows down,_ changes hlS 
directIon, or accelerates to aVOId a collls1on. 'The later one of the partIes 
lnvolved reacts correspondIn9ly, the hl oher the dan~er of a collision", 
(Reisser, 1985). Traffic tonflicts have recelved consIderably more 
attention than drivers· errors, of whlch they are obviously a sub-set. but 
they have been investigated 1n an atheoretlcal fashIon. espec1ally W1th 
respect to behavi our. Furthermore, the concentrat:J. on on "observabl ell 
behaviour seriouslY restrlcts t he scope of any lnvestloatlon of those 
I nvolved in conflicts. Investl~atlon of tr~ft1C confllcts from a theoretical 
standpoint certainly appears warranted, sInce errors have been shown to 
correlate highly with confllct-l nvolvement (r=u.4. p<O.Ol) and wlth causing 
conflicts (r=O.54,. p<O.Ol ,' Reisser. lQ85) . In the same study,. Reisser 
reports that persons who commltted more errors durln~ a p~rlod of observed' 
driVing, also reported more accldents caused by themselves over the preV10US 
five years. The correl ah on her eIs,' however. very low but stati sti call y 
reliable. 

We belleve that such pioneerIng work ls Important, but that we need to 
understand more about error causatlon and performance before hurtlIng off to 
collect vast numbers 0+ errors. If nothIng ~lse lt will h~lp us t o classlfy 
them sensibly when we do. Unfortunately the dnver behavlour literature does 
not easily give up the lnforma~lon we need. Accordingly. we propose to spend 
much of the rest of thiS paper rev1ewing llteratures which d~ 

REASON: ACTIONS-NOT-AS-PLANNED 

Skilled behaviour 
Performance, accordIng to Reason (1977. 197~). 15 qoverned by "plans". A 
pI an "consi sts of a mental representab on of both a Qoal (toQether Wi th ]. ts 
Intermediate sub-qoals) and the possIble actIons reqUIred to acnleve lt~ • 
Some actIons, e.g. overtak-:l nQ a statIonary vehlcle and overtat l ~ a slowly 
moving vehicle~ Involve the same Inltlal steos but the manoeuvres become 
di fferent as both proceed. PI ans for ~uch act'! ons are r"eoresented as a 
single plan whIch " branches" at the pOInt of dIfference. lhese are termed 
"critIcal declsion pointsll by Reason. f-'lans. or branches wltlun plans. have 
"s trenF,lths" assocl ated W1 th them, Whl ch ret 1 ect " the treQuency and recenc,y 
of its previously successful employment" (f~eason_ 1979). Er"rors often take 
the form of unintentIonally actlvatlnQ the stronger. cut lnaoproprl~te 
branch of ca plan, (lIcapture" errors). 

Plans and sub-plans, 90a1s and sub-90a1s are amalgamated and controlled 



using a mixture of "closed loop" and "open loop" control systems. Closed 
loop operation requires feedback on each stage of a plan before the next 
stage is embarked upon. Open loop operation is autonomous of feedback. 
The advantage of the former lies in its careful. paced control of 
performance, its disadvantage is the high level of demand such monitoring 
places on the processing resources of the performer and the delay caused 
by analysing feedback. Open loop operation. since it is more automated. 
does not share these disadvantages but is instead prone to error and 
requires practice. 

"Skilled performance", according to Reason (1979). "involves the continual 
switching between the closed-loop and open-loop control modes". This 
switching between modes of control is the cause of errors which do not 
involve what Reason terms "planning failures" (i.e. errors of judgement). 
In the experienced operator closed-loop control is employed only at critical 
decision points and when an event occurs unexpectedly. Errors. 
characteristic of both closed and open loop performance and errors 
reflecting a switching between modes, will be exhibited by novices. The 
proportion of each type. we assume, is determined by the particular skill 
level attained by the performer at the time of error. To some extent. and 
this is a point not made by Reason, what distinguishes experts from 
novices is the quality of their switching between control modes, and the 
consequences of such switching. 

Errors take different forms. depending on what level of the plan a 
malfunction occurred, (see Figure l:version of figure from Reason(1977). 
and Figure 2: T rumpington Road-Chaucer Road junction. for examples L 
Four broad categories of error occur: Storage fail ures (Class I) • Test 
failures (Class I I), Discrimination failures (Class I I I) and Selection failures 
(Class IV). 

Storage failures include "undetectable errors". where both the original 
intention and the failure to execute it are forgotten (Type I. A); 
"omissions from plan" (Type I. B); "omission of plan" (Type I. C) and "loss 
of place within plan" (Type 1.0). Examples of these types of error within 
the context of driving would be: realising that to get work \ need to turn 
right into Chaucer Road. I continue past the turning up Trumpington Road 
(Type I. A), or commence turning right without indicating when I usually 
do (Type I. B), or find myseJ f turning right but realise I don't know why 
\ am doing so (Type I. C) or commence turning right am unsure whether I 
have checked my rear-view mirror and so repeat the check (Type \.0). 

Test failures (Class I I) usuaUy take the form of failing to verify that a 
point in a sequence has been reached. resulting in the overshooting of a 
stop rule (Type I I. A). or stopping the action before the stop rule has 
been reached, (Type 11. B). Turning right having passed the Chaucer 
Road opening. of before \ have reached the filter lane are examples of 1\. A 
and 1\. B respectively. 

3 
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Discrimination fa',lures (Class Ill) involve the misclassification of inputs 
resulting in perceptual confusion (Ill. A), functional confusion (Ill. B). 
spatial confusion (Ill. C) or temporal confusion (Ill. D). Assuming the on
coming traffic is stopping to allow me to turn right (Ill. A). assuming that 
the wrong set in a double set of traffic signals is meant to control my 
behaviour (Ill. B) and positioning myself badly in the right turn filter lane 
( Ill. C L would all be examples of perceptual, functional and spatial 
confusions respectively. The following might be an example of a temporal 
confusion (Ill. D): I travel to work through the centre of Cambridge. if I 
reach the centre before 08.30 hours, a short-cut through a pedestrianised 
zone is permitted, otherwise I must take a more circuitous route. Taking 
the short-cut unintentionally after 08.30 is a temporal confusion. Reason 
( 1979) suggests that such errors arise because the templates for 
anticipated inputs become so degraded with frequent use that they will 
accept crude approximations to the correct input for a particular plan. 
This, rather mechanical conception of degradation through frequent use 
appears to predict more discrimination errors among experienced drivers. 
An alternative is that frequent use of a plan makes that plan -stronger' 
and the inputs it accepts more consistent. 

Reason (1977) distinguishes between five types of Selection failure (Class 
I V ). We have amended this classification to form a more logically 
consistent system, losing one type of error completely and dividing one 
type into two. Branching errors( IV .A) occur where two different outcomes 
have the same initial actions in common. but actions proceed towards the 
unintended outcome. Thus, turning right into Chaucer Road, when I 
intend to continue on up Trumpington Road to get petrol, is an example of 
a branching error. Misordering errors (I V . B). involve the carrying out of 
all the correct actions in a plan, but not in the correct order. Hence, I 
find myself signalling that I intend to turn into the filter lane, checking 
my mirrors and carrying out the manoeuvre rather than in the 
recommended mirror-signal-manoeuvre sequence. Insertion and omission 
errors (IV. C & D), involve unwanted actions being added to. or being 
omitted from, a plan. Not signalling. but carrying out all the other 
components of the plan in the correct order, or using my windshield 
wipers when my windshield does not require wiping, are examples of Type 
IV.C and IV.D. Total errors (IV.EL occur where all actions were 
inappropriate for a plan, but the plan was commenced at the appropriate 
time. Maintaining my position in the farthest left lane and turning left into 
the maternity hospital when intending to go to work. would be a total 
error. This type of error. while logically possible. seems to us to be 
rather unlikely. Where it does occur it may be a function of being 
preoccupied. 

Discussion --------
The other type of Selection failure mentioned by Reason is "corrected 
errors". where a plan is deviated from but returned to when the error has 
been noticed. It seems to us that "corrected errors" may logically belong 
to any of the foregoing types or classes of error. Furthermore. the issue 
of how an error is detected. when an error will be detected. why all 
errors are not corrected. why some of the "corrections" still fail to 
produce the intended outcome. poses considerably more difficulty for 
models of performance than can be avoided by finessing it through positing 
an additional error type. (This problem is outside the scope of the present 
paper. but is discussed in the context of speech errors in a paper 
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c urrently in preparation by Groeger. ) In fact. while Reason's scheme is 
very useful for classifying errors in performance. it is not a framework 
which is particularly transparent with regard to the processes on which it 
is based. It is not clear. for example. what controls switching between 
open and closed loop control. it is not cle~ what fQ-m of "mental 
representation" is required for plans. what the elements of such 
representations are. how they become established with and change with 
practice. These limitations make it difficult to use Reason's scheme as a 
predictive framew ork for errors in a context like driving, where people 
participate at different levels of skill development and experience, making 
decisions with regard to the pace at which they choose to interact with 
their environment. Furthermore, positing "switching" as the cause of 
errors in the performance of experienced operators takes little account of 
qualitative differences between experts and novices. and fails to provide a 
satisfactory account of why error does not inevitably occur. Some of the 
same criticisms may be levelled against the next account of errors 
described below. 

RASMUSSEN: SKill-RULE-KNOWLEDGE BASED PERFORMANCE 

A continuum of control - ------- -- ------
Rasmussen (1983, 1987a,b.c) attempts, largely successfully. to link error 
to the manner in which a task is being performed; different levels of 
performance being roughly equivalent to. but certainly not isomorphic 
with, the level of skill attained by the performer. It should be borne in 
mind that Rasmussen's work has developed from the context of errors in 
I arge scale systems (e. g. process control in industrial plants) where 
monitoring the environment. rather than self-paced manipulation of the 
environment, is the norm. What is presented here is an account of the 
Skill-Rule-Knowledge framework which is. we trust, fairly applied to driver 
behaviour, (see Figure 3. taken from Rasmussen(1987)). 

Performance in novel situations, whether such novelty is due to the 
occurrence of something improbable or the occurrence of something usual 
which one is ill-prepared to deal with because of inexperience, is 
knowledge-based. That is. faced with an unfamiliar situation. the operator 
must formulate goals and plans based on an analysis of the environment 
and the operator's own overall aims. At this level. functional reasoning 
serves to distinguish between alternative potential courses of action. This 
reasoning requires explicit understanding of the environmental conditions 
obtaining at a given moment, that is, information is processed symbolically. 
Performance at this level is laborious and prone to potentially serious 
error. Suppose a driver encounters snow. and let us also suppose that he 
does not know that it is ill-advised to brake when on a slippery surface. 
The absence of this knowledge makes adaptation impossible in the event of 
a skid and an accident is likely. Suppose the driver possesses this 
knowledge but does not notice that there is black-ice on the road. The 
unavailability of this data. or failure to understand the environment he is 
in, may also make adaptation impossible. Adaptation may also be impossible 
because or excessive time required to reason appropriately in the situation. 
of because an excessive load on the operators resources makes such 
reasoning, or keeping track of the stages in such reasoning. impossible. 
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When a formerly novel environment is repeatedly encountered. and 
successfully dealt with each time. the plan formed to cope with the 
situation becomes a rule. such that when a particular environmental event 
is noticed the rule is evoked. Understanding of the environment is no 
longer necessary. merely the detection of signs. or signposts to practiced 
sequences of action. Signs are not defining attributes of a situation. but 
convenient corr elates between the conditions under which a particular rule 
applies and the state of the physical environment. As such the reliance of 
rule- based performance on signs may lead to error. since the environment 
may change in a way that ·IS not reflected by the sign. For example. 
suppose. being an experiEn ced user of motorways. one has come to rely on 
the speed of other vehicles ,as an ·lndication of whet. road surface conditions 
are like. The relationship between the sign and the physical state of the 
road surface is arbitrary. The motorist may perform adequately in many 
circumstances. but is always vulnerable to adoption of excessive speeds. 
even during fog or heavy rain. The economy of using signs. rather than 
processing for meaning. may also lead to a related difficulty. i.e. the 
operator may fail to realise that a rule does not apply to a particular 
situation and so fails to switch to knowledge-based performance. Similarly. 
one may switch to knowledge based performance. but on encountering a 
fan:iliar symbol. which is mistakenly processed as a sign. rule based 
behaviour is again. but tt·.s time incorrectly. initiated. According to 
Rasmussen (1987a.b.c). errors in rule-based behaviour may also occur 
w here isolated components d a plan are forgotten. or added to a rule 
temporarily. 

SkiM -based behaviour, in Rasmussen's scheme, refers to the sensori-motor 
behaviour which continues in pursuit of a goal without conscious control as 
smooth, automated and hig .... y integrated patterns of behaviour. Not all 
information is sensed at this level, that which is is seen as time-space 
signals which are continuous with the environment and the action. Such 
signals produce synchronous performance. Errors at this level are due to 
disturbances of these si91 als and result in motor variability, what 
Rasmussen (1987b) refers to as IItopographic misorientation ll (one's internal 
flming mechanisms are out of phase with the external world). or failure to 
switch to rule-based performance. 

It is important to point out, as Rasmussen (1987c) does, that IIskill-. rule 
and knowledge- based behaviour are not alternative human processes; they 
are categories of behavioura control which are probably all active at all 
times. 11 That said. there are obvious processing economies to be achieved 
by shifting control of behaviour from knowledge- to rule-based control. 
Such economy has long been a hallmark of expertise in skill. For the 
novice. performance is fOIll1 ded initially on -de novo' knowledge-based" 
rational planning. or a set of instructions supplied by an instructor or 
manual. As experience grON s. the conditions under which these plans 
apply are tested. and revised when their domain of application is 
exceeded. Some of these experiments', which are crucial to the growth of 
expertise, are bound to end up as errors. These may not be noticed, 
which will lead to the formation of inadequate rules. or at the other 
extreme may I ead to serious accidents. When a sufficiently rich collection of 
rules has been achieved. by virtue of th"ls rational process of analysis. 
evaluation, and planning, errors due to experimentation will no longer 
an·se in performance. This testing of the conditions under which rules 
apply is thus a crucial aspect of skill development. Failure to allow scope 
for such experimentation will stunt the growth ot skill. Rasmussen's 
conclusion from this is that systems should aim not to prevent error. but 



to provide a context withm which error may occur without disastrous 
implications for the safety of the novice. This radical view has important 
consequences for the training, licensing and restriction to be placed upon 
novice drivers. 

Discussion 
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The skill-. rule-, knowledge- framework may initially appear less useful 
than that of Reason's for the classification of errors in performance. To 
S(lme extent it is equally naive with regard to processing assumptions, .e.g. 
it still is not clear what governs the switching between different types of 
control over behaviour. how such a process would operate. or what 
determines whether an identical event is treated as either a sign or a 
symbol. Superficially. the open-closed loop control dichotomy may be seen 
as equivalent to Rasmussen's continuum of control. as Hale. Quist and 
Stoop (in press) have suggested. However. Rasmussen's theory does have 
its advantages. It gives a considerably clearer account of skill development 
than Reason's framework affords. This allows a degree of relatively well
founded speculation on optimal learning and training strategies. The 
suggestion that different levels of control rely on different types of 
trigger (. i. e. symbols. signs and signals), is intuitively appealing and 
has important traffic system design implications. Furthermore, and this is a 
point difficult to overstate, it is an idea which appears amenable to 
empirical evaluation. Ultimately however, it may prove impossible to reify 
Rasmussen's theory in a way which powerfully describes the development 
and control of skilled behaviour. The next model we review here has 
already been shown to operate successfully. 

ANDERSON: ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF THOUGHT 

The ACT* framework --- --- --------
Anderson's (1983, 1987) ACT* is less a method of classifying errors than it 
is a model of cognitive functioning in general. and skill acquisition in 
particular. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Michon (1985) and ourselves 
(Groeger & Brown. 1987), since ACT* affords a useful account of how 
complex skills develop. its treatment of error is worth reviewing here. 

ACT* comprises three memory systems: declarative memory. production 
memory and working memory. (see Figure 4. from Anderson (1983)). 
Declarative memory stores knowledge about the world in the form of 
"tangled hierarchies" of cognitive units, within and across domains. which 
reflect knowledge of particular aspects of the world. Such knowledge is 
represented in th e form of temporal strings, which encode the order of a 
set of items. spatial images, which encode spatial configurations. and 
abstract propositions, which encode meaning. Elements in declarative 
memory contrast with elements in production memory in that they are not 
committed to particular uses. Production memory contains "proceduralised" 
versions of elements from declarative memory. called -productions'. 
Productions are condition-action rules. such that when a particular state 
holds in working memory a particular mental, and possibly physical, action 
will result. Working memory holds all the information that the system can 



currently access. consisting of information retrieved from declarative 
memory. as well as the temporary structures deposited by the monitoring 
of the outside world and the operation of productions. 
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Er'rors in the performance of what have become routine actions occur. 
according to Anderson( 1987). because of the failure of Working Memory. 
Thus. declarative information which critically distinguishes between two 
productions may be lost. resulting in the firing of the wrong production. 
Given the assumptions in ACT* regarding production strength. when two 
productions relate equally well to the conditions obtaining in Working 
Memory. the production which has the most successful past history of use 
will fire. This could yield performance elsewhere referred to as capture 
errors. Alternatively the conditions obtaining in Working Memory are well 
matched by a production. which fires. but leads to an undesired outcome. 
I n such cases environmental conditions are not encoded in a form 
sufficiently well specified to allow the retrieval of necessary declarative 
knowledge. This may lead to a variety of errors. for example 
perseverations may arise because the conditions obtaining are not updated. 
which would cause the same production to fire repeatedly. While it is 
possible to describe some commonly occurring errors using ACT*, limiting 
the scope for error to working memory failures. as Anderson (1987) does, 
limits the ability of ACT* to predict error. If we focus of the processes 
whereby skill is acquired, however, the model's predictive power is 
considerably more impressive . 

.P ~..Y ~.!E.P i n.9 ~~ ill 
In ACT*, all skills are founded on declarative knowledge of a particular 
domain. Initially, declarative knowledge supports action by making general 
production rules ( termed "weak method production rules", Anderson, 
1987) specific to a particular situation. Thus steering a vehicle may 
initially rely on some general ability to locate oneself in space, and the 
factual knowledge that turning the steering wheel while the vehicle is in 
motion will cause the orientation of the vehicle to change. Which weak 
method will be used and how it is used is determined by what declarative 
knowledge has been encoded about the domain to which the action refers. 
One of the effects of producing action, in ACT*. in this way is the laying 
down of a trace in Working Memory of the action performed. The trace of 
any episode indicates which steps in the performance belong together and 
can, When the goals of each stage and the declarative knowledge which 
supported performance have been "compiled", lead to the formation of a 
new production. This "knowledge compilation" process creates efficient 
domain spec1fic productions by virtue of proceduralisation ( whereby 
declarative knowledge used in the original action is built into a new 
production) and composition ( where a sequence of productions is collapsed 
into a single producti on, which does the work of the sequence). 

Novices' errors - ----- ------
We have elsewhere described the effects which such an account of skill 
acquisition will predict in the performance of unskilled drivers (Groeger & 
Brown, 1987). For present purposes our attention will be confined to 
errors which may arise in performance before driving has become routine. 
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Errors may arise in performance because the declarative knowledge of the 
domain of driving is insufficiently rich to support performance. Two types 
of error will result from this. Lack of declarative knowledge may lead to 
the retrieval of an inappropriate non- specific weak-method production or. 
may lead to retrieval of an appropriate general production. but allow it to 
be used incorrectly. For example. consider a novice driver attempting to 
turn a corner. Some general knowledge may suggest that "if I select some 
orientation and apply some force. then I will move in the direction 
selected". The novice has encoded the fact that this holds true where the 
direction of the force is forward. Frequent practising of moving slowly 
around left-hand (in the U. K.) corners reinforces the general rule. 
However, let us assume that the novice is asked to reverse around that 
same corner. If the novice relies on the information present in the rear
view mirror. the temptation will be to reverse not only the direction of 
force, but also the orientation of the wheels, because of some general 
knowledge about mirrors reversing the location of objects in the world. 
Here the weak-method production rule concerning the use of information 
gleaned from mirrors, while generally correct, is not relevant to the 
particular task at hand. Inadequate knowledge of the driving domain does. 
however, not prevent the novice from attempting to use it. Consider the 
situation where an appropriate weak-method production rule is retrieved, 
but incorrectly applied. The novice is attempting to turn the same left 
hand corner. The declarative knowledge about orienting oneself in space is 
the same. Inadequate knowledge about the size of vehicles will lead the 
novice to begin or cease turning too soon or too late. resulting in collision 
with the kerb or poor road positioning. If the appropriate declarative 
knOWlledge had been encoded. then the self-size parameters of self
orientation would have been replaced by the size parameters of the vehicle 
being driven. thus avoiding error. 

Working memory limitations, which are more apparent in the performance of 
novices than of experts, can also lead to errors where driving has not 
become routine. If the experience of driving is overwhelming, whether 
through lack of practice or the unforeseen consequences of an action, the 
trace of the preceding action-episode may be lost or incompletely specified. 
The loss of such a trace will mean that a production specific to that 
situation cannot be formed. As a result. when a similar situation is 
encountered in the future performance will again have to rely on a data
driven opportunistic combination of declarative knowledge and weak-method 
production rules. Loss of part of the action-episode trace may lead to the 
same circumstance or the formation of incoherent or incomplete productions. 
For example, loss of the elements of the trace which reflect the order of 
steps in the original action-episode may lead to the formation of a 
production where units are omitted. e.g. failure to cancel a signal, or 
units are misordered, e.g. where the driver signals, mirror checks and 
begins the manoeuvre. Another instance of a working memory failure at 
this stage would be where the declarative knowledge relevant to a trace is 
lost or impoverished. This will make it difficult for the conditions under 
which a particular production should fire to be recognised in future. 

In ACT*. learning, it should be remembered, is achieved through 
repetition and knowledge of results. The consequence of this is that error 
easily creeps into the system. Proceduralised knowledge is not necessarily 
correct, merely frequent and not contradicted. Hence, the novice driver 
described above may create a domain-specific action sequence 
(proceduralisation), where he or she reverses around corners steering 
incorrectly, simply because the gaps which have been reversed into are 
sufficiently wide to tolerate the error. Similarly larger productions may be 



composed from inadequate (but not previously contradicted) productions. 
Hence, the frequency of mirror checking may decrease as experience 
grows because it was not specified in earlier productions which have been 
composed into the larger productions used when driving has become 
routine. 

Discussion -------
Anderson ( 1987) makes the reasonable assumption that the number of errors 
decreases with experIence, a suggestion for which there is empirical 
support (e.g. Chase & Ericsson, 1982). He makes this assumption partly 
because of his contention that error results from working memory failure. 
Since the efficiency of W,orking Memory increases with expertise, and 
reliance on Working M,emory for storing intermediate declarative knowledge 
decreases with experience, there is less reason for Working Memory to fail. 
We agree that experience will serve to reduce the scope for (certain types 
of) error, but it seems to us that ACT* as formulated fails to account for 
the embarrassingly basic mistakes even experienced drivers sometimes 
make, (e.g. crashing gears, misjudging stopping distances, etc.). It may 
however be possible to encompass such errors within an ACT* type of 
framework. 
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It is pointed out by Anderson ( 1987), that proceduralisation does not 
destroy the weak-method production rules which helped to form the new 
production. Similarly, composition of small productions does not eliminate 
those small productions. The original less specific productions remain 
around to apply in situations in which the compiled productions cannot. We 
presume that correction of a production which has led to error need not 
destroy the original erroneous production either, simply that the corrected 
version by virtue of increasingly frequent successful application is more 
likely to be produced than the erroneous version. The force of this is that 
experts have not lost the capacity to behave like novices, merely that they 
are less likely to do so as experience increases. The obvious prediction of 
this theory is that experts will make fewer basic errors than novices and 
that experts' behaviour will produce "expert errors", reflecting their 
sophistication, whereas such behaviours will be absent from the 
performance of novices. 

This begs the question of why experts should ever behave like novices, 
i.e. why such infrequently used productions should ever emerge, when 
more frequent, "stronger", productions are available. Two related 
alternatives seem possible, both concerning the eliciting conditions of 
productions. The expert not only possesses a larger number of 
productions, but also ind'vidual productions are likely to be organised 
such that more behaviour is under procedural control. The eliciting 
conditions for such productions must be more specific than those which 
controlled the same behaviour earlier in the driver's career. The . effect of 
this might be to expose the expert to more situations than there are 
specific productiol"l.'" to deal with, hence forcing the expert to rely on the 
original, more general, productions which typify the performances of 
novices. This would be of little benefit to the expert unless a general 
strategy is adopted which leads the driver to maximize the use of specific 
productj,ons. Thus, the experienced driver will strategically and repeatedly 
recreate standard conditions. Failure to use this strategy, whether through 
preoccupation, fatigue or drunkenness, will force the expert to rely on 
more basic, possibly faulty, productions. The other possibility is that the 
eliciting conditions of the original productions actually specify fear, tension 



or uncertainty as one of the conditions necessary for firing a production. 
A completely novel situation, or situation in which the expert's level of 
competence is circumstantially reduced, may mimic precisely the eliciting 
conditions of the earlier more basic production, which fires, to the 
detriment of performance. The implicat ions of such a view for predicting 
drivers' accidents will be discussed later. 

Anderson's ACT* offers a radically different conception of skitt and its 
development to the theories reviewed above. It is not, however, without its 
limitations. The suggestion that errors arise solely because of failures of 
Working Memory seems unwi se. It appears that only one production will be 
handled at anyone time (see MacKay, 1987), and the role of attentional 
selection and motivational influences on behaviour are CM I but ignored. 

NORMAN: ACTIVATION-TRIGGER-SCHEMA 
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Norman ( 1981) provides a comprehensive classification of errors within a 
theoretical framework capable of supporting the most complex cognitive 
functioning (e.g. Norman and Shatlice, 1980). 

The Activation-Trigger-Schema is founded upon the construct of a schema, 
which is an organised body of knowledge that can direct the control of 
motor activity, (see Figure 5, taken from Norman and Shattice, 1980). Each 
schema has its own -triggering' mechanism such that when a particular 
state of affairs obtains, the actions, be they mental or physical. controlled 
by the schema are produced. At any point in time a schema has associated 
with it an -activation' value, which indicates the total amount of activation 
it is in receipt of at that moment. When a schema is not in use, or unlikely 
to be used, as part of an action sequence the value of this activation is 
zero. The value increases when a schema is in use (. i. e. "is activated") 
or decreases when a schema is "inhibited". Activation or inhibition is 
received from the perceptual trace left by a triggering condition or by a 
-component' schema from -source' schema (where they is a parent-child or 
program-subroutine relationship among the schema). An activated schema 
will engage what Norman and Shallice (1980) term "psychological processing 
structures", which transform the output of schemata into actions. This 
trigger, activated schema, processing structure, action sequence is but a 
single strand of processing supporting an isolated event. Within the 
Activation-Trigger-Schema formulation many such strands (or "horizontal 
threads") may operate at the same time, provided that no related 
"psychological processing structures" are simultaneously required for 
transforming the schema into action, and that all horizontal threads are 
well learned. a early difficulties will arise where the same processing 
structures are required or where an action sequence is not well-learned. 
I n such cases biases which may operate on schema are taken into account, 
e.g. intentionally deciding to do a particular thing. motivational saliency of 
a course of action and attentional control of behaviour. These influences on 
schemata are termed "vertical threads". It is important to note that vertical 
threads act not directly on a schema but on its activation value. This 
allows the overriding of a particular, well triggered schema, if it is 
motivationally or attentionally important to carry out another sequence of 



action. Similarly it is possible for a strongly triggered well-practised 
sequence to replace the intended one. The three influences on the 
activation level of a schema (. i. e. triggering. hori zontal threads and 
vertical threads) are all combined and competing schemata are selected 
between by the final aspect of the A TS theory. the Contention Scheduling 
mechanism. This selecUon mechanism operates in two ways: potential 
schemata compete with each other in the determination of their activation 
values and a schema is selected whenever its activation exceeds a threshold 
value. 
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Errors within the Activation- T rigger- Schema framework occur because of 
three circumstances: intentions are malformed. schemata are incorrectly 
activated, or triggering conditions malfunction. We now describe different 
types of error within these classes in the context of driving. 

Slips which result from errors in the formation of an intention fall into 
three categories. The first category includes situations where the intention 
on the basis of which actions are planned and produced is wholly 
incorrect. These are similar to the 11 tota I errors" described by Reason 
(1977). Such errors result from the failure of decision making within the 
system, i.e. malfunctions of contention scheduling. An example of this 
might be not knowing that a particular situation is high in objective risk. 
not knowing what the situation requires and behaving as if no risk was 
present. (Another example would be that given earlier for Reason Type 
IV. E). The second category includes situations where the driver 
adequately construes the risks involved, and normally has the resources to 
meet the demands it presents, but does not realise that his resources are 
temporarily diminished (e.g. through tiredness). Such errors are termed 
"mode errors" by Norman (1981) and arise because the operator temporarily 
misperceives the capability of the system. Errors of this sort may reflect 
failures of "vertical" control over schema selection. The third category of 
errors in the formation of an intention are called "description errorsll. 
These are similar to -mode errors' except that it is the environment rather 
than one's capabilities which are misperceived. Thus. the driver mayor 
may not realise that the situation is risky, but it fails to trigger the 
appropriate schema. This is particularly likely where a novice encounters 
an unfamiliar situation - the novice may not have acquired the appropriate 
schema or fails the interpret the requirements of the situation correctly. 

The second major class of errors are slips which result from the faulty 
activation of schemata. These include situations where the wrong schema 
was unintentionally activated and those where the correct schema was 
activated but loses activation before the action sequence has 'ended. 
Examples of the first class would be as follows. The sequence being 
produced may be similar to another which is better learned or more 
frequent. This inappropriate schema takes control over behaviour, 
resulting in a "capture errorll. (see Reason examples Type I V . A ). An 
external event Irrelevant to the current sequence is attended to , which 
causes an inappropriate schema to become activated. An example of a IIdata 
driven" error of this sort would be where I stop to allow pedestrians to 
cross the road. one of them is a particularly attractive girl. my eyes follow 
her and I do not notice that the crossing is no longer in use and I am free 
to proceed. A third type of situation, where an inappropriate schema 
becomes activated. might be where I notice on leaving my car that I have 
left my lights on, I return to the car. sit in in order to turn them off and 



find I have fastened my seat-belt. This type of error demonstrates 
"associative activation", where a currently active schema (sitting in the 
drivers seat) activates others with which they are associated (wearing my 
seat- belt) . To some extent these errors occur because of contention 
scheduling, vertical thread control and horizontal thread control. 
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The other half of the broad class of erroV"s which are the result of faulty 
schema activation are those in which the correct schema is activated , but 
it loses activation before the action is complete. This leads to a pattern of 
errors similar to those used in our exposition of Reason's classification 
system. Norman ( 1981) describes these as "forgetting an intention" (e.g. 
Type Le)' "misordering components" (e.g. Type IV.B), "skipping" (e.g. 
Type IV. D) and "repeating steps" (e.g. Type I. D, where only the first 
mirror-check is intentional). Errors of this type are primarily failures by 
the horizontal threads to adequately specify the organisational structure 
for the desired action sequence, though the reason for this failure may be 
due to vertical thread control, contention scheduling, and on. 

The third broad class of errors in performance stems from faulty 
triggering of schemata. Faulty triggering includes "false triggering" and 
"failure to trigger". The first of these sub-classes involves a properly 
activated source schema but its component schemata being triggered at 
inappropriate times. Such errors are similar to the types of error arising 
at Rasmussen's Skill-based level i.e. "motor variability" or "topographic 
misorientation", e.g. "spoonerisms", "blends", "premature triggering". 
Another type of error ( i. e. "thoughts leading to actions" ) also occurs 
because of the triggering of a schema at an inappropriate time. In such a 
circumstance something which was only intended to be thought is actually 
performed. 

The second sub-class of errors due to faulty triggering involves "failure to 
trigger". These involve situations where: a source schema passes on too 
little activation to allow an appropriate schema to trigger; the failure of 
available information to match sufficiently with trigger-conditions; and, 
situations where an intended action is pre-empted by a competing schema. 

Discussion --------
The Activation-Trigger-Schema framework has many advantages over the 
conceptualisations of error presented above, not least in that it provides a 
relatively comprehensive classification of errors, within a well specified 
theory which identifies a role for arousal, motivation, inattention and skill 
development in the occurrence of error. The theory, however is not 
without its dubious elements. Activation level, for example, is used to 
determine the sequencing of elements of behaviour. This has been 
criticised by many researchers, some suggesting that a separation of 
sequencing from activation is necessary (e. g. MacKay ( 1987) posits 
separate sequence nodes). Other differences of opinion involve the sole use 
of activation, rather than a combination of activation and priming, 
(MacKay, 1987), or the assumption that the resting level of activation of a 
schema is zero. Norman's position on this contrasts with the suggestion 
that resting level of activation reflects the frequency of the successful use 
of a particular sequence of action (e.g. Anderson, 1983). To some extent 
such frequency effects can be incorporated within the ATS theory by 
varying triggering requirements, or the threshold which must be reached 
before an action sequence is produced. These differences are more than 
mere nuances of modelling style. They yield quite different predictions 



with regard to behavioural control and, more germane to our present 
purposes, to interpretations of error causation. 

INDICES OF PERFORMANCE 
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Let us be clear about why we are advocating error as an important index 
of driver behaviour. To a large extent research in this area has suffered 
because the indices of performance used in studies have reflected too thin 
a slice of human behaviour. This is , of course, also true of drivers' 
errors but perhaps to a lesser extent than, for instance, accident 
frequency. The use of unrepresentative indices of behaviour has made it 
difficult to develop anything other than piecemeal models of aspects of 
drivers performance. Even where such models yield potential applications, 
the failure to recognise the total context in which behaviour is exhibited 
makes many countermeasures either unworkable or unsuccessful. The 
problem is not the absence of theories (see recent review by Michon,1985)' 
but the absence of theories which are sufficiently comprehensive. We have 
therefore striven, when describing the theories presented above, to relate 
them to -normal' error-free performance, to differences in the expertise of 
the driver and to motivational as well as arousal variables. Above all we 
have tried to bear in mind that a model of driver behaviour depends on 
the (cognitive) structures which support every other aspect of our 
everyday behaviour. None of the models we reviewed above meet all these 
criteria as successfully as we might wish. However, we believe they 
provide a useful background against which to investigate driver behaviour, 
particularly with regard to the errors drivers commit. We have outlined a 
tentative model of the type we feel is appropriate elsewhere, (see Groeger 
& Brown, 1987; Groeger, in press) ; what is of concern here are the 
principles we feel must be observed when using errors as evidence. In the 
remainder of this paper we hope to draw the reader's attention to at least 
some of these, based on the foregoing discussion of recent models of 
performance and error. 

Rt~asons for and causes of - _._--- - ------
error -----
Rasmussen (1987c) makes an interesting distinction between what he terms 
the reasons behind error (i.e. explanations of why a particular course of 
action was adopted and what it was intended to achieve) and the causes of 
error (i.e. what aspect of an action embarked upon actually leads to an 
unintended result). Hence, actions with undesirable consequences may 
emerge from behaviour which is relatively overt (e.g. failure to steer 
correctly), or relatively covert (driving while tired). This poses difficulty 
for the investigator, since that which is perhaps more theoretically 
important, is most difficult to collect data about. The expedient of collating 
lists of "failures to ... ", when the reasons why the individual driver 
IIfailed to .. " are not taken into account, merely serves to add noise to 
any relationship between errors and accidents. That investigators have 
observed any relationship at all under such noisy conditions, (e.g. 
Harvey, Jenkins and Sumner, 1975). is all the more encouraging. The 
relationship between reasons and causes is not isomorphic. Hence, since 
reasons remain unexplored, the extent of the relationship between reasons 
and accidents can only be speculated upon. The general principle that 
when behaviour is routine it is under less moment-to-moment control 
strongly suggests that to us reasons, rather than causes, will produce the 
higher correlation with accidents. The central point here is that reasons 
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must not be ignored. Both the possible reasons and the actual causes of an 
error must be taken into account if the error is to be truly informative. 

In the previous section we pointed out that "reasons" cannot be ignored, 
and also that they are likely to be covert. It follows that they are unlikely 
to be deduced from a narrow description of the erroneous behaviour. Thus 
we feel it is important to look at particular errors in depth, before 
attempting to study large numbers of errors and types of errors, (for an 
example of one such approach see Hale, Quist and Stoop, in press). What 
the driver failed to do must be recorded, as must what the driver actually 
did, what other courses of action might have been adopted and, where 
possible, what the driver intended to do. When we come to understand 
the context of error, more efficient ways of recording and analysing the 
relevant data will also surely emerge. Until then we must rely on the most 
thorough description possible. Perhaps the most crucial component of any 
such description will be the information given about the individual driver 
who committed the error. 

Precisely the same behaviour may be exhibited by both an expert and a 
novice driver, even where the behaviour is not appropriate in a particular 
setting. Thus, the "causes" of the error will be the same, but, given the 
differences between experts and novices particularly with regard to how 
well a task is understood, the "reasons" for the erroneous action will 
almost certainly be different (see Groeger, in press). It is important 
therefore not just to document the age and sex of the driver who 
committed the error. One must also record the length and quality of the 
driver's experience, together with, where possible, whatever concerns he 
or she had at the time of error and the importance of these concerns to 
the driver. The driver must therefore be described in terms of both 
general factors (e.g. age and experience) and factors specific to the 
situation in which the error arose (e.g. how long the driver had been 
driving for that day, whether he was tired, worried, drunk etc.). We 
have tried, in giving examples of errors above, to highlight the type of 
detail in which errors need to be described if they are to be useful. One 
of the advantages of such a theoretical account of errors is that it 
identifies ways of classifying different types of error. I f one then wishes 
to investigate a possible link between errors and accidents one has an 
appropriate standard for deciding which types of accident are to be used 
as the dependent variable. Expecting a gross (i. e. unclassified) error 
frequency to correlate with a gross accident frequency is both naive and 
wasteful of data. 

Errors, and 
teifrn~ 

When describing various models of performance and error, we have been at 
pains to point out the predictions each would make with regard to the 
differences between novice drivers and their more experienced 
counterparts. Our general conclusion is that novice errors will differ in 
both quality and quantity from those of experts. An important consequence 
of this is that errors should be a particularly sensitive index of the skill 
level a driver has achieved, assuming that the situation-specific influences 
of error can be nullified. Clearly, such situation-specific influences may 
give a misleading impression of the capability of the driver. Susceptibility 



to such influences may, however, be an important consideration when it 
comes to deciding whether an individual should hold a licence, or to what 
conditions the entitlements of an individual licence should be limited. 

We have discussed the implications of this type of approach to driver 
training elsewhere (Brown, Groeger & Biehl, 1987; Groeger, in press). In 
particular we have suggested that novices comes to rely on the feedback 
they get from their instructor while training. Training programmes should 
seek to reduce this reliance by teaching drivers how to monitor their own 
performance, noting in particular those situations in which errors occur or 
have been avoided. The rationale being that, since errors reflect occasions 
where the driver has failed to cope adequately with the situation, teaching 
novices to notice error and how to interpret them will not only allow them 
to expose themselves to such situations strategically, but also how to 
accurately assess their own ability. As experience grows the additional load 
of this monitoring will decrease. At earlier stages, in order to avoid 
excessive demand on the novice driver's processing resources, the 
instructor should take on the error monitoring role, where the novice 
cannot strategically avoid demanding situations. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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Error occurs, it is suggested, where the demands of a situation are 
inaccurately specified, by the driver or the traffic system, or where the 
resources allocated to meet those demands are insufficient. Only where the 
context in which the error has occurred is adequately specified, can the 
investigator or system designer draw valid and useful conclusions about it 
and similar errors. The nature and frequency of an individual's errors will 
be a function of driving skill and the priority given to feedback from 
driving on any particular trip. The less skilled, or highly skilled but 
temporarily unfit, driver must therefore be encouraged to exercise greater 
concentration on driving, or strategic reduction of demand. The complexity 
of these interacting variab\ ,es leads us to suggest that any attempt to 
correlate gross error frequency and gross accident frequency is misguided. 
There is, it is suggested, good reason to link errors and accidents, but 
this link is only fairly explored by comparing errors and accidents which 
arise for similar "reasons" and "causes". Errors may also be a useful and 
highly informative index of behaviour in the context of driver testing and 
training. 
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1HE APPLICATION OF BflJAVIOUR 1lIEDRY TO DRIVER BEHAVIOUR 

R.G.C. Fuller, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland. 

Within the framework of behaviour theory, the general problem for the 
1eamer driver may be described as that of 1eaming the discriminative 
conditions (or antecedent conditions) under which particular 
contingencies between behaviour and its consequences hold. Avoidance 
responses to aversive consequences are salient features of this paradigm. 

The fact that contingent relationships are not entirely consistent in the 
driving environment creates problems for the 1eamer driver and for the 
maintenance of safe driving in the experienced driver. Furthermore the 
contingencies of the driving situation are such that there are occasions 
when safe driving may be punished and high-risk driving may be 
reinforced. 

This behavioural analysis has clear implications for identifying the 
conditions under Which accidents may occur and for avenues of 
intervention to enhance driver safety. It also provides a motivational 
accotmt of driver behaviour with Which any comprehensive AI sirmJ1ation 
will have to come to terms. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Consequences 

A fundamental observation, arising out of the behavioural approach to the 
description and analysis of behaviour, is that behaviour may be modified 
by its consequences. Rewarding consequences strengthen a particular 
response, punishing consequences weaken it. Rewarding consequences may 
be thought of as being either positive or negative, involving the 
satisfaction of a particular need (strictly operationally defined in 
laboratory work in terms of deprivation) or involving the avoidance of 
some aversive or punishing st~lus. Thus, for example, the behaviour of 
driving to a restaurant is strengthened by the rewarding consequences of 
providing food. The behaviour of driving at a particular speed to this 
destination is strengthened because it enables the driver to get there 
while the restaurant is still open, that is it enables the driver to 
avoid the aversive stimulus of the restaurant being closed. 

Discriminative St~li 

The relationship between a particular response and its consequences can 
be quite invariable: if you start your engine and inhale nothing but the 
eXhaust gases for a few minutes, the consequences are virtually certain. 



Nevertheless such an invariable relationship fits only a restricted class 
of respmses. More usually the contingency between a response and its 
consequences occurs only under certain stimulus conditions. Thus the 
contingency between stepping on the gas pedal and going faster is 
dependent, aroongst other conditions, on the clutch being engaged. In a 
sense, such a stimulus dependency was also involved in the earlier 
example of driving to a restaurant. The contingency between that 
behaviour and the reinforcing property of available food depended on the 
preceding stimulus of ~ deprivation. Without the latter the behaviour 
would have a very low probability of occurrence. It's not often that 
people eat their fill at one restaurant and then straightaway drive on to 
another. 

Stimuli Which signal the contingency or relationship between a response 
and its consequences are known as discriminative stimuli. Thus in its 
simplest form the behavioural model has three terms: discriminative 
stimuli, responses, reinforcers/punishrnents: that is more generally, 
antecedents, behaviour, consequences - the perhaps familiar ABC of the 
control of behaviour. 

In signalling the relationship between behaviour and its consequences, 
discriminative stimuli may be combined. Thus the contingency between the 
behaviour of driving to the airport and a reinforcing consequence occurs 
if you are giving a paper at a conference in Amsterdam on April 27, 1988 
and it is April 26, 1988 and it is two hours before the Amsterdam flight 
departure and you have your luggage and you have a ticket for the 
Amsteclam mght and you have your passport and so on. At a more 
molecular level, tl1e behaviour of turning the steering wheel clockwise 
will result in a rewarding forward directional change to the right if the 
vehicle is moving forward and the roadway does not go straight ahead or 
curve to the left and there-Is no obstruction on your right. A problem 
for the learner drIVer is discovering which discriminative stimuli and 
which combinations of discriminative stinruli signal the contingencies 
between particular responses and their consequences. Thus on a dry road 
(discriminative stimulus 11) normal braking (response 11) will lead to 
effective slowing. However on an icy road (discriminative stimulus 12) 
normal braking (response 11) will usually not lead to effective slowing. 
In fact the consequences may well be punishing. Learning these different 
contingencies can be especially difficult when it is hard to discriminate 
between the different stimuli which signal them - hence the widely 
experienced problems caused by patches of black ice, intermittent fog, 
dash-outs from behind parked vehicles, attentional lapses and, in the 
extreme case, falling asleep at the wheel. The sleeping driver 
unfortunately fails to discrirninate amongst any stimuli at all. 

Avoidance responses 

A major feature of the behavioural approach is that it provides a 
framework for describing the conditions under which the making of 
particular journeys, manoeuvres and control responses may occur. It has 
also enabled recognition of the fact that a large proportion of drivers' 
responses are negatively reinforced: that is, the responses are 
strengthened (made more probable) because they are instrumental in the 
avoidance of some aversive or punishing stimulus or stimuli. Thus 
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stopping at a 'stop' sign is reinforced because it avoids the aversive 
consequences of collision with another vehicle, indictment by the police 
and a host of possible other punishing personal, legal and financial 
consequences. 

As with the examples described earlier, avoidance responses are usually 
under the control of discriminative stimuli. In other words the 
contingency between an avoidance response and its consequences is 
dependent on the presence of one or more other stimuli. Thus there's not 
much point in making the avoidance response of stopping at a railway 
level crossing if there is no level crossing there. More importantly 
however, if the discriminative stimuli at a level crossing include 
flashing warning lights and a barrier across the road, failure to make an 
avoidance response of stopping might actually lead to an abrupt change in 
the driver's destination, to a higher (or perhaps lower) place. 

APPLlrATIONS AND IMPLlrATIONS 

Higher ~er discriminative stimuli 

Over many years, the designers of road systems have developed road signs, 
road markings, warni~ lights and rumble strips, for example, to provide 
advance warning of (or alert the driver's attention to the possibility 
of) hazards of one kind or another. Within a behavioural framework, such 
stimuli have the potential to facilitate the driver's discrimination of 
other stimuli WhiCh more directly and immediately signal the requirement 
for avoidance responses. Thus stinruli such as warning road signs 
typically act as predictors of the discriminative stimuli for avoidance 
responses which are associated with the hazards themselves. Such warning 
stimuli may be thought of as 'higher-order' discriminative stimuli. Not 
only should such stimuli facilitate the discrimination of hazards, but 
they should also enable drivers to make anticipatory avoidance responses 
rather than more delayed avoidance responses. In this way they should 
enable drivers to make safer, more effective avoidance responses to 
actual hazards when such occur, through prior adjustment of vigilance, 
speed, direction or preparedness to respond. 

Conditions for increased accident probability 

Regrettably the learning of contingent relationships between signs and 
hazards is handicapped by the fact that particular higher order 
discriminative stimuli do not invariably or reliably signal the 
requirement for an avoidance response. How many 'roadworks ahead' signs 
have remained days, weeks and even months after the contractors have long 
since gone? How often are speed restrictions experienced to be 
inappropriately low, either When applied to particular stretChes of road 
or to particular vehicles such as HGV's? How often does a driver stop at 
a particular road junction only to discover that s/he could have gone on 
with impunity? 

The point is, of course, that on some occasions, the higher order 
discriminative stimuli associated with each of these examples do signal 
some hazard. From the viewpoint of safety, the behavioural apprOach here 
leads to the identification of a particular difficulty for the driver, 
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that of maintaining responding in the presence of discrLninative stimuli, 
despite feedback that anticipatory or even delayed avoidance may be 
urmecessary (a form of extinction of the avoidance response). The 
approach also identifies two further conditions which may make 
anticipatory avoidance even less probable: the avoidance response may 
itself be punishing (such as reducing speed when time is at a premillJl) 
and delaying avoidance may be rewarding in itself (for example the 
intrinsic reward of the experience of risk) • 'nuls the behavioural 
approach provides a description of conditions under which accident 
probability may be raised. 

Modifying driver behaviour 

The behavioural approach provides a framework within which factors 
controlling driver behaviour, behaviour which may ultimately lead to an 
accident, may be identified and systematically described. But the 
approach goes further than this. In other areas of behaviour, most 
particularly those of education and abnonnal behaviour, it has provided a 
powerful basis for the design of interventions to change behaviour, that 
is for behaviour modification. To modify driver behaviour so as to 
enhance road safety, the approach might prescribe in principle 
interventions such as the following: 

(i) enhance the discriminability and reliability of higher order and 
primary discriminative stimuli (e.g. 'attention getting' road signs and 
hazard markings) 

(ii) in relation to dealing with hazards, specify where possible the 
behaviour required (e.g. replace 'slow' sign with 'speed max' sign) 

(iii) control the consequences of safe and unsafe behaviour (e.g. 
redesign insurance premiums to reward safe and punish unsafe behaviour; 
enhance police conspicuity and law enforcements; explore the application 
of the aircraft black box concept to automobiles, to facilitate 
attribution of responsibility in accidents) 

(iv) promote the leaming of relationships between antecedents, behaviour 
and consequences (e.g. through simulated exposure and verbal 
representations). 

Of course instances of many of these general prescriptions are already 
extant. But they have evolved in an ad hoc way and largely on a 'comnon
sense', trial-and-error basis. What I am arguing is that all of these 
kinds of intervention share a coomon theoretical base which predicts 
their effects. Does this not then give weight to the propositions that 
such interventions could be effectively adopted on a systematic and 
universal basis and that other predictions from behaviour theory could be 
usefully explored? 

A motivational and dynamic account 

Lastly, in comparing behaviour theory with other approaches to driver 
behaviour I would like to emphasise two of its important features. 

First, by virtue of being concerned with the conditions under which 
particular behaviours are reinforced the theory may be described as 
having a motivational component. This is a feature lacking in 
alternative conceptualisations which fail to recognise that hazardous 
situations are frequently the result of active, constructive processes, 
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in which road users are motivated to play contributory roles. The 
second feature is that the theory provides a framework for the 
description of dynamic processes in driver behaviour, for representing 
changes in behaviour as a function of the acc\lllUlating experience of 
contingent relations. Until artificial intelligence modelling embodies 
such features, although it may provide a nonnative account of safe driver 
behaviour, it will not describe what drivers actually do. 
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I . A: lIlIID 'mAFFIC AS A SYSTm 
Research on traffic safety commonly refers to a general model in which 
road driving is conceived as an elementary three dimensional system, the 
three dimensions being the driver x the vehicule x the environment. Such 
an analysis of traffic safety stresses the interactions between these 
components and especially the causal effect of the environment and the 
driver's behavior, any local analysis being fully understandable only if 
reinserted, at a final step of the procedure, within the whole system. 

A.I: Levels of analysis of road traffic as a system 
This approach leads to several methodological consequences, two of which 
will be developped here. 
First, it supposes the cooperation of experts from different fields 
concerned with traffic security, to arrive at a multideterminist analysis. 
For example, the "Etude detaillees d'accidents" (Ferrandez, Fleury and 
Malaterre, 1984) seems to 
us to be a good illustration of such an approach : they include analysis 
of the road surface, characteristics of the environment and of the 
vehicules, kinematic reconstitutions of the vehicule trajectories, as well 
as interviews of drivers (interpretations of the event), analysis of 
police reports ("human factors"), statistical data ... (cf. Grayson & 

Hakkert, 1987 for a recent review on the topic). 
As a main result from these detailed analyses, it appears that temporal 
constraints on drivers' activities are one critical issue : a number of 
accidents are "errors" in driving regulation which occur before 2 seconds 
delay. Correlatively, these studies show that increasing road safety 
should thus focus on the technical aspects of the vehicule itself (its 
road holding, brake unblocking, antilocking, etc), on the road equipment 
(guard-rails etc) but also on the human abilities and performances under 
temporal constraints. 
Psychological research concerned with this last aspect (Malaterre, 1981 
for ex.) precisely show that it is very difficult to modify subjects' 
behavior (for example avoidance manovers instead of breaking) and that the 
ajustment of th<e drivers'anticipations to the "emergency" situations they 

( 1) a. The author is preparing her thesis about the mental 
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faced, is of major importance for safe driving. In other words these 
studies conclude that one component of the whole system, on the "human 
factor" side, which could be modified to improve road safety could be to 
help the drivers' decisionnal processes, upflow, before the situation is 
overdetermdned. These conclusions lead us to focus our investigations on 
unobservable aspects of the drivers' behaviors (mental activities 
underlying decisionnal processes). 
Thus, as cognitive psychologists, we are led to integrate the present-day 
knowledge about general characteristics of human behavior, through the 
theory of human information processing (Lindsay and Norman, 1977; Norman, 
1980; Norman and Rumelhart, 1975) to the analysis of driving. We are thus 
led to move the analysis from the actual behavior of a driver involved 
into an actual instantiated situation, to generic aspects of "information 
processing" of road environment, goal oriented by driving. (Mazet, 1985; 
Mazet, Dubois and Fleury, 1987). We transfer the 
analysis from observable patterns of behavior to hypotheses on subjects' 
mental (or cognitive) activities (by "essence" unobservable), while 
driving. 

A.2: An information processing approach and the driver x environment 
interaction 
A second methodological consequence of a systemic conception of safety is 
the requirement of the explicitation of any choice (i.e. reduction in the 
variables), in the "subsystem" to be systematically investigated. 
Actually, such an interactive approach is not incompatible with an 
analytic diagnostic in 
as much as it explicitly assigns (and tries to validate) the scope of the 
hypotheses and their "place" or "level" within the system as a whole. 
We have deliberately reduced our investigations to the information 
processing within the two-fold subsystem driver x environment. The first 
major reduction eliminated any single factor effect or interaction effect 
wi th the "vehicule" , thus 
eliminating the analysis of any actual driving answer, or behavioral 
adjustment, restricting ourselves to the cognitive components 
(underground determinations !) of drivers' behaviors. 
Furthermore we will operate a second restriction, when focusing the 
investigations on permanent, long-term memory representations of road 
environment by drivers, considered as methodological prerequisites for 
on-line processing of actual environments. Along with contemporary 
cognitive theories, we assume that the interpretation given "on-line" by a 
subject to an environment depends upon his previous knowledge structure of 
this type of environment that he learned and memorized through driving 
activity. Within such a theoretical framework the interaction driver x 
environment is "recoded" into another subsystem which can be formulated as 
"long term memory (type or generic) representation of the road environment 
x perceived environment". Such a formulation of a limited subsystem 
connecting a represented and a representing world is a "translation", 
specified for road driving analysis, of the general conceptualizations of 
human information processing as developped by contemporary cognitive 
psychology (Norman et Rumelhart, 1975; Palmer, 1978). 
To summarize, the studies reported here have to be considered as an 
attempt to approach the structures and content of cognitive 
representations of road environment, that we assume to be prerequisites 
for the interpretation of this environment and consequently for the 
driver's behavioral adjustment. 



II. B: FIElD AND ~ RESFARClI: A ~TORY INTERACTIOO 
From a more general point of view, this work can thus be considerered as 
an illustration of the mutual benefits that field and laboratory research 
can find in developing converging approaches on a precise question. (2) (a 
dialectic enrichment largely suggested in Leplat's work, 1978, 1982). 
In the present case, it presents an evaluation of the heuristics of the 
articulation between cognitive research developped from semantic memory 
studies (Le Ny, 1979, Jonhson-Laird, 1980; Rumelhart and Norman, 1980; 
Rosch, 1975) and diagnoses seen from a traffic engineer's point of view. 
On one hand, contemporary research on semantic memory can purposely find, 
in driving situations, a relevant field of investigation concerning the 
semantics of objects and actions. Actually, it is of interest to enlarge 
the scope of the hypotheses first elaborated on simple objects, to complex 
ones, spacially distributed (as already processed by Tversky and 
Hemenway, 1983 ; Mazet, 1985), temporally (Schank and Abelson, 1977 ; 
Norman, 1981), and socially (Cantor and aI, 1982 ; 
Dahlgren, 1985). Road environment structured tllrough driving, can be 
considered as a well defined domain whose complexity implies taking into 
account these different aspects of the human x environment interactions in 
the elaboration of mental representations. 
On the other side, diagnoses applied to the road system, led the traffic 
engineers to introduce the concept of legibility of road and road 
environment (Ferrandez and Fleury, 1984 for ex., Appel d'offre de la 
DSCR). This concept can be briefly defined as the ease with which a driver 
can read (i.e. interpret) road equipments and infrastructures, as well as 
their environmental context, in order to adequately adjust his/her 
driving. Actually, up to now, road equipement is mainly determined by a 
normative categorization of roads according to traffic statistics and 
administrative gestion. National roads are contrasted to local roads, or 
free-ways, country road to urban roads •.. 
Thus, the question has been raised to wonder whether these technical 
categorizations of road equipment were legible, adjusted to the user's 
ones. Road safety thus conceived, taking account the driver's 
interpretations of the roads, requires the investigation of the user's 
knowledge and interpretation of the roads. In other words, and from a 
cognitive point of view, it requires a further elaboration of a 
"psychological semantics" (Le Ny, 1979) of roads and road environment, 
including both structural knowledge and its "on-line" processing. 

II. C: CATmlRIAL ORGANIZAT'IOO OF m::MLEDGE IN MI!XlRY 
categorization can be considered as a critical issue within human 
cognitive activities. The finality of categorization is two-fold "One 
purpose of categorization is to reduce the infinite differences among 
stimuli to behaviorally and cognitively usable proportions. It is the 
organism's advantage not to differentiate one stimulus from others when 
that differentiation is irrelevant to the purpose at hand ( .•. ). Another 
purpose is to have large numbers of categories with as fine 
discriminations between categories as possible." (Rosch, 1978, p.29). 
Actually, mental categories and concepts formation have been one of the 

( 2) In the present case, this work results from a two year 
collaboration between researchers from the CNRS (National 
Institute for Scientifique Research, under DSCR funds) and from 
INRETS (National Institute of Research on Transportation and 
their Security) 
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first topics explored by scientifical psychology concept formation. But 
the categories referred to, were categories "well defined" in terms of 
necessary and sufficient conditions, designed within the experimental 
paradigm and learned through instructed intentionnal processing. 
Today on the other hand, this domain is renewed by Rosch's work (Rosch, 
1978; Rosch and Lloyd 1978; for reviews) on "natural" categories to which 
we will preferentially refer here, as it contrast with previous analysis 
of concepts and categories on the following points : 
- Categories result from incidental (and non systematic) learning 
processes in "every day life" contexts, 
- The set of st:Lmuli presented is not along parameters, but "given", and 
it can be considered as a biaised sample of all the characteristics or 
properties present in the world : for ex, only correlations (or 
co-occurrences) of the attributes such as "wings", "feathers", "having two 
legs" ••• do occur in the "real world", (named as "bird"); these 
properties are not randomly distributed, nor independant, nor controled as 
in laboratory paradigms. 
It seems to us that these fundamental aspects of this "theory" of 
categorization, although elaborated on simple objects, are worth 
challenging as a conceptual heuristical framework for the ana1yis of road 
environment • 

. To evaluate the relevance of this theory, we had to discover if the mental 
organization of road environment was structured along the same criteria 
and principles as simples objects, that is : 
- they had to be structured along hierarchies of categories, refering to 
different levels of organization of the environment along an abstractional 
scale (also called levels of segmentation): 
- Within such a hierarchy, the behaviora1 adjustment of the driver 
specifies an optiina1 level (called the "basic level"): it is the level of 
segmentation at ~\ich one can get the maximum of information with a 
minimum of cognitive effort. 
- This goal can be reached as long as, at the basic level, the category is 
in some way "summarized" in a representation which collects the main 
properties of the category. This prototype "defines" the category, the 
other exemplars can be identified as members of the category, not because 
they possess the appropriate attributes but because of their resemblance 
to the prototype. This family resemblance concept (based on some 
calculation on attributes of exemplars) can also be represented by "degree 
of typicality of exemplars" to the category estimated more directly on a 
scale. 
To summarize our task of validating the prototype theory concerning the 
mental organization of road environment, is then to try to identify : 
- a hierarchy of representations 
- a basic level adjusted to classes of processes and behavior involved in 
driving, 
- prototypes of environmental and situational representations. 
We have to recall that it is not un "exercice de style" as long as the 
cognitive literature has shown the critical role of typical 
representations in human information processing (reading for exemp1e) and 
that we would like to show that the "legibility" of the road for safety 
purpose is more tran a metaphorical expression, but that indeed, typical 
representations all ow faster and more accurate processing of the incoming 
informati on (as far as it is congruent with it) and that consequently, 
road improvement which takes account of such type of knowledge could 
increase road safety. 
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I I: l'IE'l'ltClX:; 
Most of the work concerning the identification of mental representations 
bear, up to now, on simple objects generally labelled by simple words 
(substantives)(cf Dubois, 1986 for reviews in french). 
These works have already tested the validity of experimental paradigms 
which establish inferences on cognitive representations from verbal 
outputs (words). In other words, these researches justify the use of 
linguistic data and analysis as accurate and reliable access to semantic 
structures, both as an input to trigger representations stored in memory 
and as output (descriptors) of their structural properties (cf Ashcraft, 
1978; Dubois, 1983). 
The theory has furthermore stated that this isomorphism between language 
and representation is particularly accurate at the basic level : this 
level has been identified as the level where some cognitive tasks 
(specially communication) converge (Rosch and al 1976). 
The first step of our investigations of mental categories of road 
environment relies upon verbal reports, as relevant cues of knowledge in 
long term memory, collected through "classical" paradigms already 
validated for natural object categories. 

11. A: VEBBPd, APPR:WlIES OF ElWIRCHmfrAL CATI!D)RIES 
A semantic approach of road environment first requires the selection of a 
set of words, (a lexicon) referring to this domain and which could be used 
as inductors to memorized representations. 
The technical lexicon used by specialists of road safety is a first 
available set of words depicting road environment. On one hand it shows 
"expert" knowledge and hypotheses on road structures and safety problems, 
on the other hand, a normative labelling of roads and road equipments. 
However the relevance or equivalence in memory for any common user of the 
road remains an open question. 
A discrepancy between intended meaning given by experts and the user's 
understanding has already been questionned by several attempt to make the 
public opinion sensitive to. 
If we thus start from the user's point of view, a first organization of 
road environment can be generated from a rough analysis of classes of 
activities that he/she develops in this environment and that we could 
schematically describe along a temporal span scale as: 
- short-time activities such as "conflicts" solved at local ponctual 
sites, such as cross-roads, 
- anticipation of ponctual instantiated problems which can be generated on 
road sections, 
- longer tenn previsions, at the level of route programming with a more 
global environment, such as urban sites. 
This a priori hierarchical structuration of road space converges with the 
systemi.c organization of the driver x environment interaction as described 
by Fleury (1986). 

A.1: production of exemplars and typicality ratings 
Exemplars production tasks to categorial terms have been used to identify 
the structural determinants of semantic categories, specially typicality 
effects (Dubois, 1983; 1986). Frequency productions of exemplars are taken 
as cues of the availability of the representations and of their 
typicality. Typicality ratings in other experimental paradigms reinforced 
this evaluation (Mervis and al, 1976) Thus, the more frequently one 
exemplar is produced, the more typical it is rated. 
The aim of these previous researches was to explore the set of exemplars 
which structures the three following road categories, "urban sites", "road 
sections", "cross-road" and the way by which this structuration is 
settled. 
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The first paradigm used a linguistic production test, so that subjects 
were asked to produce the maximum of road sites belonging to the previous 
categories. 
'!he comparaison of our data with the data issued from analyses of natural 
categories shows: 
- the general scarcity of linguistic productions 
- very few different exemplars 
However, one could observe in subjects' answers that some exemplars are 
frequently produced. 
Despite the little amount of informations obtained in this task, one can 
thus hypotheze on a typicality effect through the categories. 
So as to validate this effect, another group of subjects has to rate six 
exemplars selected from the previous exeperience, on a 7 points scale 
(Three exemplars of them were very often producted, the other three were 
not) • 
The correlations were not as sytematic for road categories, between 
frequency productions of exemplars and typicality ratings observed for 
natural categories. 
These results led us to question the relations between the mental 
organization of road environment and this methodological approach. As 
typicality led to conflicting effects in differents paradigms, it 
suggested that a classical verbal analysis was quite limited in the 
investigation of road categories. 

A. 2: Properties of road categories: lists of properties and sentences 
production 
We however proceed to access the mental organization associated to verbal 
inductors, using the same procedures as Rosch. Thus a second set of 
studies, explored the semantic content of words referring to urban and 
road environment. 
Previous research showed the relative scarcity of ordinary drivers' 
lexicon. To enlarge our investigations, the structured road safety 
vocabulary was necessary. 
Lexical items were presented to subjects such as "city", "urban area", 
"village", "road", "free-ways", "cross-road" •.. , belonging to the three 
road categories previously defined and selected from reports on road 
safety. Following Rosch and Mervis's procedure (1975), subjects were asked 
to "activate" an image as vivid as possible of the object or the scene 
referred to by the word, and finally to describe it by means of a list of 
properties of the object they "see in their mind". 
According to a multidimensionnal scaling analysis, it appears that among 
the 23 inducers referring to the urban environment, 6 main categories 
merge, within which buildings represent 30% of the properties cited, 
people, activities and shops being the other salient sets of descriptors. 
It can be noted that "town entrance" represents a category in itself which 
is associated with road signs, as the most discriminative property set. 
With regards to the set of inducers referring to roads, the same set of 
descriptors are produced for both urban roads and urban environments, in 
terms of buildings, activities, shops, people, in contrast with country 
roads and highways whose properties belong specifically to road use 
(street marking, road signs, accidents, congestions). 
As for the cross-roads, the properties cited refer mainly to human 
activities specifically depending upon driving regulation, such as "be 
careful, look, slow down" (Mazet, Dubois and Fleury, 1987). These results 
were further strenghtened by cues issued from another study tying the 
semantic content of the three categories with another verbal form of 
description (discursive form). Sentence productions as representation 
outputs increase the weight of activities relatively to descriptions of 
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the environment, through verb citations. We found an overdetermine 
d production of verbs in subjects's anwers to cross-road names, showing 
the prevalence of activities as determdnants of mental organization of 
this categorie. 

11. B: ANALOGICAL APPBtW::HES OF mvIIDmNrAL CATEUmIES 
Even they provide us with relevant informations to road organization in 
memory, verbal induction and description of mental organization are thus 
far from their "ecological involvment" in natural information processing. 
Analogical representations of the physical environment are closer to the 
real situation of scene perception and interpretation, and they 
further-more allow non verbal outputs through procedures such as 
classifications, rated judgements of typicality. 
These paradigms will be illustrated by the following studies. 

B.1: categorization of sets of road photographs 
This second set of experiments followed the same line of arguments as the 
previous researches but it went two steps closer in the validation of 
mental organization: 
- first of all by taking account of the "actual" ecological situation of 
driving, photographs of urban scenes were used (instead of words denoting 
these scenes). This set of analogical representations was controlled on 
the parameters identified in study 3. 
- secondly, regarding hypotheses on categorial determinants, this study 
had to point out behavioral answers in mental organization of environment, 
especially in taking account of the interactions between traffic and types 
of environment. In fact, clinical research on driver's behavior passing a 
cross-road had showed the overdetermined influence of traffic to type of 
environment, on the driver's regulations of his/ her behavioral activities 
(saad, personnal communication). 
Within the present investigation, the analogical representations of the 
"real world" were processed through a non verbal method of analysis of 
categorial knowledge : a classification task. This methodological activity 
never implied in Rosch's (and others) cognitive investigations was already 
involved in safety analyses 
as demonstrated by Rimersma (1987) and Fleury & al. (1988). In some ways, 

these experiments fill the gap between these two lines of researches, both 
dealing with mental organization of road environment. 
Subjects were thus required to classify sets of photographs showing 
approaches to intersections and their contextual road section, according 
to two different instructions. The first one stressed on the morphological 
properties of the environment as a classifying feature, whereas the second 
one focused the subject's activity on his/her behavioral adjustment to the 
scene. 
The results show a good inter-individual agreement across the different 
classifications (evaluated through a systematic graph analysis, as 
conceived by Barthelemy and Luong, 1986), a result which supports the 
conclusion of the relevance of the concept of categorial knowledge applied 
to complex objects such as urban and 
driving environment (Mazet and Dubois, 1987). FUrthermore, regarding 

previous analyses of natural categories one could conclude that perception 
(some how "comtemplative" (Leplat, 1985) when applied to biological 
categories) is not the only determinant of categorization of environment. 
This organization also depends on classes of responses and behavioral 
regulations. 
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SUMMARY AND CCH:LUSlaI : 
The theoretical framework and methods we descr~bed here have already 
started to be validated through the experiments reported above. It allows 
the following conclusions : 
- representations of urban and road environment seem to be organized into 
different hierarchies : a hierarchy in which each level of representation 
is associated to a class of behavior or activities, that we identify as 
the city, the road, the point (here the intersection), respectively 
associated to what we can label as planification, anticipation, 
instantiation of the driving activity. 
A second type of h~erarchy, which is more closely adequate to the 
hierarchies described in Rosch's theory, can be identified through the 
categorial organization of these different types of representations, and 
which correspond to different levels of abstraction or symetrical 
specification of behavior or activities : we thus identify representations 
of cities, roads or crossways at some general level including some general 
properties and a more specified level, more precisely described, leading 
to richer productions of properties (perceptual as well as behavioral), 
such as the city contrasted to the village, the free-way, the highway, and 
the small road, and the 4 way crossroads contrasted to T crossroads, and 
which may be proposed as candidates of categories at the basic level of 
organization for each of these domains •.. 
- Within these categories, some exemplars tend to be more representative, 
leading to more accurate descriptions than others, suggesting that this 
domain is organized along typicality. Some results from verbal reports 
collected after the classification task also suggest that the hypothesis 
of typical representations is a good heuristic : we indeed observed that 
subjects were giving, as properties of the categories, elements which were 
not perceptually given but inferred from their knowledge associated to 
this type of environnement. This inferential aspect of representations may 
be use as an argument regarding the structural properties of this 
knowledge along typicality and typical representations. 
Obviously, despite their positive aspects, the results collected up to now 
remain largely insufficient as actual proofs of Rosch's theory, applied to 
road environment. Further investigations should bear both on the 
theoretical side and on methods. 

From a theoretical point of view, the experiments already done lead to two 
main questions : 
- the inadequacy of language, and more especially of single names, as a 
good indicator of representations of environment structured through an 
activity • This lead us not only to question the theory but also to get 
involved into new experim 
ental paradigms (verbal, using a discursive output), non verbal (through 
the use of analogical representations of the environment (photographs). 
- The differential weight of two main principles of organization of 
categorial knowledge : perceptual principles and activities. Rosch's 
theory mainly developped on natural objects stressed the criterion of 
similarity of shapes as a critical dimension structuring the categories. 
It seems that classes of activities such as the type of answers produced 
by the drivers largely contribute to organize this environment, even if 
perceptual Cbes remain critical for the access to typical representations. 

From a methodological point of view, we have to further validate the 
adequacy of our classification task of photographs to the structure of 
cognitive representations and more precisely to evaluate they remain 
robust regarding the "basic" level of categorization they suggest. 
Furthemore the medium itself has to be questionned. We move up to now from 
language to analogical representations of the environment, but these 



representations are a static point of view and consequently skip the 
dynamic aspect of the perception of road environment. 
This last aspect leads us to the concluding remark that is to recall that 
this work on static, permanent knowledge regarding road environment will 
remain irrelevant until it is r einserted into the temporal and dynamic of 
driving, that is, in our terminology, within an on-line analysis of the 
role of these hypothetical representations in driving regulation. 
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SUB~KCTIVK .aD OB~KCTXVE RISK X. ROAD ACCXDERT CAUSATXa.: 
THE OB~KCTXVK RXSK PROBLEM 

Christopher Wricht, Anthonv Bovle and June Redcrove. 
Road Traffic Research Centre, Middlesex Polvtechnic, 

Bounds Green Road. London Nll 2NQ. 

IRTRODUCTXOR 

Most people working in the road safetv field recocnise that there 
is a distinction between 'subjective' and 'objective' accident 
risk. A particular junction. for example. mav appear to be 
dangerous to the road user even though few accidents occur there: 
converselv. a junction which looks safe mav turn out to be 
associated with large numbers of accidents. 

It would be useful to clarifv this distinction so that it could be 
incorporated into a theorv of road accident causation and perhaps 
used to improve safetv: for example. it might open up new 
possibilities for treatment of blackspots in which subjective risk 
is deliberately increased (as opposed to decreasing objective 
risk) so that drivers behave more judiciouSly. So far. this has 
not been done. One reason might be the difficult¥ of defining 
'subjective' and 'objective' risk in terms of Quantitative 
variables which can readilv be measured at any given point on the 
road network. The engineer cannot manipulate these 'riSkS' to 
maximum effect unless he understands them properly. 

Some pr~ress has been made b¥ using various proxies for 
subjective and objective risk. Notably. Watts and Quimb¥ (1980) 
have compared drivers' impressions of risk, rated on a numerical 
scale. with 'objective' risk measured in terms of accident 
frequencies, at sites on a test route in England. Others have 
focussed on the 'objective' element b¥ attempting to find 
measures of the level of difficult¥ associated with individual 
driving manoeuvres. Godthelp et al (1985) have reviewed different 
models of the information processing task. and carried out 
empirical studies of behaviour, primaril¥ in relation to lateral 
control. 

These studies have indicated some possible wavs forward. However, 
there remain several limitations which need to be overcome. In 
particular, the use of accident frequencies as a measure of 
objective risk seems to be circular: accidents are an outcome, not 
an input. The¥ characterise the failure of the road user to cope 
with an 'objective' risk. not the risk itself. 

In order to overcome this problem, Wright and Bovle (1987) 
suggested that the freQuencv of accidents at a particular site was 
a function of the 'subjective' and 'objective' risk, its value 
bei~ small for sites where subjective risk overestimated 
objective risk. but large for sites where subjective risk 
underestimated objective risk. Here, we pursue this idea further, 
and put forward models for road accident causation in which 
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'subjective' and 'objective' risk elements interact to produce 
accidents as an outcome. Contrary to usual experience in 
behavioural research. we have found the 'objective' element of 
road accident risk more difficult to define than the 'subjective' 
element. and consequent IV we focus on the objective element in 
this paper. Regardless of anv theoretical implications. a better 
definition of 'objective' risk might be a useful tool in the 
design of road schemes. In order to distinguish our definitions 
from those of other researchers. which differ both in substance 
and detail. we shall use the terms 'perceived' and 'ambient' risk 
instead of subjective and objective risk from here on. 

PBRca~V.D RISK 

For present purposes. we shall define 
user's subjective impression of risk as 
moment while carrying out the driving 
mean bv 'risk' is an issue which will 
principle. one can Quantifv perce~ved 

about their subjective impressions. In 
easy. because events often happen on 
succession. with no time for det.iled 
going on in the driver's mind. It also 
of measurement. 

perceived risk as the road 
it varies from moment to 

task. Preciselv what we 
be left until later. In 

risk bv asking road users 
practice. this is not so 
the road in ver¥ Quick 
investigation of what is 
involves arbitrar¥ scales 

other complications arise due to variations between individual 
subjects. Perception of risk varies with driving experience and 
personalit¥. Attitude to risk is also important: risk is not 
necessaril¥ aversive. and indeed some drivers m&¥ welcome it. The 
level of 'acceptable risk' seems to var¥ with journe¥ purpose. 
motivation. and personalit¥. among other things. Attitude m&¥ 
also be conditioned b¥ experience: drivers who have survived a 
number of damage-only accidents m&¥ perceive that the probabilitv 
of an accident is high. but m&¥ attach little importance to safet¥ 
because the consequences of accidents are perceived not to be 
important. 

Risk perception ma¥ also var¥ according to the driver's 
familiarit¥ with the particular road location being studied: a 
driver who knows the site will rel¥ to some extent on past 
experience to predict the various threats which are likel¥ to 
arise. together with the best Wa¥ of dealing with them. 
ConseQuentlv he m&¥ feel less vulnerable than a driver who is 
unfamiliar with the site. The unfamiliar driver must rely on 
external stimuli. which implies a greater information processing 
load. 

The definition of 'risk' itself is not a trivial matter in the 
context of driver perception. First. one must decide whether it 
refers to specific events. such as a collision with a particular 
vehicle or object. or whether it refers to sets of events. ie. a 
collision with an¥ one of the potentiall¥ dangerous objects 
encountered over a particular period of time or a given stretch of 
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road. We shall be concerned with speciric events, because we are 
ultimatelv trVinc to predict drivers' responses to engineering 
measures at individual sites. In doing so, we recognise that ir 
drivers perceive more than one distinct rorm or threat at a 
particular location, these mav interact to produce a heightened 
impression or risk: the individual threats do not operate in 
isolation. and a combination or threats msv increase arousal 
bv a disproportionate amount. Thev msv also lead rapidlv to 
inrormation processi~ overload. 

The term 'risk' is usuallv interpreted as havinc two distinct 
elements: ~irst. a probabilistic element which measures the 
likelihood o~ a particular outcome. and a 'psv-orr' element. which 
in road accident terms can be interpreted as the severitv or anv 
accident arising rrom the risk. In principle, we can derine risk 
as the e3Pectation or the PSV-orr, or perhaps as a distribution or 
psv-orrs. whose units are bv de~inition units or cost or utilitv. 
Much work has been done on the wsv people evaluate risks with 
di~~erent probabilities and dir~erent PSV-o~~s. These are usuallv 
conducted in circumstances where the subject has time to weish up 
the alternatives and make a considered assessment. In evervdsv 
li~e. this idea is commonlv applied to driver behaviour: we speak 
o~ drivers taki~ 'calculated risks'. But do we reallv mean that 
drivers calculate the probabilitv o~ an accident associated with 
each alternative course o~ action. and then assess the 
consequences o~ the collision in phvsical terms? 

This seems rather unlikelv. We are inclined to believe that risk 
perception takes place at a more basic level. It is an experience 
rather than a calculation. and it can be anticipated (ie. 
e~,erienced in advance) bV association with past events in which 
the driver has been involved. The intensitv o~ the experience 
varies ~rom one set or circumstances to another, and hence it is 
reasonable to think in terms o~ a quantitative scale o~ 

measurement. However. the experience bei~ measured has at least 
three components which might be perceived on di~rerent dimensions 
within the driver's mind: 

(i) the perceived threat o~ a con~lict or collisi on with 
another vehicle or a rixed part o~ the road environment 
(Fuller. 1984); a 'threat' msv have a quantitative 
dimension inasmuch as some threats are perceived as bei~ 
more important or more severe than others. 

(ii) the perceived dirricultv 
environment. including anv 
environment: 

or coping with 
threat associated 

the road 
with that 

(iii) uncertaintv arising ~irstlv 

about the environment (not 
visible), and secondlv ~rom 

about the in~ormation which is 

rrom incomplete inrormation 
all potential threats are 

anv lack or understanding 
available. 

We shall not attempt to develop these ideas anv ~urther here. but 
instead. we shall go on to consider the 'objective' element o~ 
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risk and ways in which it might be de~ined, bearing in mind the 
nature o~ the 'subjective' element with which it is supposed to 
interact. 

AMBIKNT RISK 

A workable de~inition o~ ambient risk must satisfy at least the 
~ollowing criteria: 

(i) it must be quantitative: 

(ii) it must be independent 
processes: 

o~ the driver's perceptual 

(iii) its value must be 
individual road user 
category o~ risk (~or 

objectively 
in relation 
example, an 

predictable ~or each 
to each identi~iable 

oncoming vehicle). 

(iv) the de~inition must be consistent with that ~or perceived 
risk; the units should be the same, and the events to 
which they relate should be the same. 

Clearly. the value o~ ambient risk must always be greater than 
zero. even ~or a stationary vehicle. because there is always a 
~inite probability o~ a potentially dangerous event occurring 
which is outside the driver's control (~or example, it might be 
hit ~rom behind by another vehicle). 

Note that our concept o~ ambient risk applies to individual road 
users passing through speci~ied sites. It is not intended to 
apply to a collection o~ sites, because the level is likely to 
vary ~rom place to place, and those variations may be crucial in 
terms o~ accident causation. Nor is it intended to apply 
indiscriminately to the whole population o~ vehicles passing 
through the site: the speed and direction o~ approach o~ each 
individual vehicle will play a crucial part in determining 
accident risk. However, it may be possible to identify categories 
o~ vehicle (~or example, a stream o~ vehicles following a 
particular turning movement) ~or which the risks are substantially 
the same, and this will be an essential factor in most practical 
applications involving engineering remedial work. In cases where 
variation in the trajectories of individual vehicles is likely to 
lead to appreciable variations in accident risk, it will be 
necessary to model the process statistically, based on a sample o~ 
observations of the manoeuvre in question. This technique may 
also be use~ul ~or dealing with variation caused by di~~erences in 
vehicle per~ormance, and by di~~erences in certain aspects o~ 
driver per~ormance which are not 'perceptual' (~or example. 
response times). 

To summarise, 'ambient risk' is intended to quantify speci~ic 
threats to the individual road user at a specific road location 
according to objective criteria. It can be gauged directly ~rom 
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details o~ the road environment together with the manoeuvre which 
the driver is carrying out, which must be completely de~ined in 
advance. It is independent o~ the perceptions o~ any o~ the road 
users involved. 

ALTKRRATIVE DEPINITIONS OP AMBIENT RISK 

The alternative de~initions which the authors have consi dered are: 

(i) In~ormation processing load (IPL), 

(ii) Time to Line Crossing (TLC), 

(iii) Time to Collision (TTC), 

(iv) Conditional accident probability (CAP), 

(v) Rate o~ change o~ any o~ the above measures (i) to (iii). 

We now consider these de~initions in turn. 

The ~irst alternative, in~ormation processing load, is an elusive 
concept. A number o~ researchers have suggested proxies which 
attempt to measure the degree of e~~ort or di~~iculty involved in 
scanning, processing and interpreting the in~ormation which is 
normally available to the driver while coping with the driving 
task. For example, Brown and Poulton (1961) quanti~ied the spare 
mental capacity o~ drivers in terms o~ their ability to carry out 
a subsidiary task while driving, and interpreted this as an 
inverse measure o~ in~ormation processing load. Others have used 
rating scales or physiological variables such as heart rate, which 
are known to reflect stress or load. However, we are obliged to 
rule out all these measures ~or our purposes, because they are not 
independent of the subject's perceptions, and cannot be estimated 
directly from the geometry of the road environment and vehicle 
motion alone. 

T~.e to l~ne cro88~nc 

The second alternative, TLC, was suggested by Godthelp et al 
(1985). It may be considered as a proxy ~or certain aspects o~ 
in~ormation processing load. It is de~ined as the time taken ~or 
the vehicle to reach either edge o~ the lane in which it is 
travelling, given initial values o~ its lateral position within 
the lane, its direction o~ movement relative to the lane 
centreline, its speed, and its steering angle (the last two are 
assumed to be held constant at their initial values until the 
vehicle reaches the edge o~ its lane). Broadly, it Quanti~ies the 
amount of time which the driver has ~ree ~or activities other than 
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steering control. because in principle he does not need to apply a 
steering correction during that period. although in practice a 
course correction would be necessary some time before a line 
crossing took place in order for the vehicle to stay safely within 
its lane. Hence. the TLC can act as a proxy for one particular 
component of the driver's information processing load: the 
steering task. The lower the TLC. the higher this particular 
component of the load. 

In principle. we could extend this idea and use TLC. or more 
appropriately, its reciprocal, as a proxy for the ambient risk 
associated with certain types of accident. They include running 
off the road (nearside or offside). hitting a vehicle coming the 
opposite way. and impeding a faster vehicle travelling in the same 
direction and passing on either side. 

T~ to co~~~.~on 

The time to collision measure w.s originally developed as a 
diagnostic tool for assessing the severity of conflicts between 
road users (van der Horst. ~982). Its value is defined at any 
given moment as the time remaining before the road us~r under 
consideration collides with another specified road user, given 
that neither take any specific avoiding action. It plays the same 
role for multi-vehicle events t~at the TLC measure plays for 
single vehicle events, and hence tor our purposes the two can be 
considered together as complementar~ measures. 

Cond~tiona1 Acc~deDt Prob.b~lit~ 

The Conditional Accident Probability measure is intended to 
reflect the 'objective' probability of an accident associated with 
a specific manoeuvre by an individual road user at the site in 
Question. for example. a left turn or an overtaking manoeuvre. 
Hence it is of more general application than either the TLC or TTC 
measure. which deal only with particular categories of event. 
It also comes closer to our goal of measuring 'risk'. although 
strictly speaking it only deals with the probabilistic element of 
risk. not the pay-off. 

First. let us label the particular road user under consideration 
road user A. We assume for the purposes of our definition that 
all the road users involved follow certain idealised patterns of 
behaviour. Road user A could in principle follow a different 
pattern from the others. Three possible alternative patterns are: 

(a) 'accident minimising' behaviour, ie, each road user follows 
a course of action which minimises t~e actual probability 
of an accident to himself. 

(b) 'average' behaviour: the road user follows a pattern of 
behaviour drawn at random from those observed among a 
representative sample of drivers under the relevant 
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circumstances. The objective risk can then be calculated 
as a statistical expectation ot the objective risks tor the 
individuals in the sample. 

(c) 'no specific reponse' behaviour, ie, road users are assumed 
to proceed as if potentially conflicting road users were 
not present. 

Since we are tryinB to develop a measure of objective risk which 
is independent of perception, it seems reasonable to assume either 
criterion (a) or criterion (c) for all the road users involved: 
these effectively represent the 'absolute maximum' and 'absolute 
zero' points on a notional scale of behaviour, and are therefore 
free of subjective elements. We shall use criterion (c) tor road 
users other than A because it leads to simpler forms of analysis: 
when several other vehicles are in the vicinity, the theoretical 
'optimum' pattern of behaviour may involve an unrealistic degree 
of cooperation between drivers, and indeed it may be difficult to 
identify the optimum as such. Option (b) is a possible 
alternative, because it corresponds most closely to what driver A 
would assume when tryins to predict the behaviour of vehicles in 
the surrounding traffic. However, this a~ain is likely to lead to 
difficultl.es in practice, and it involves subjective elements. 

For road user A himself, we shall get round the problem by 
specifying in advance the manoeuvre which he is assumed to make, 
and work out the probability of a collision resulting from that 
manoeuvre. assuming that neither road user A nor any other road 
user in conflict with A gives way. One example would be a lateral 
deviation from the correct lane on a two-way road into the 
opposing traffic lane, alo~ a pre-determined path. Another would 
be a right turn into the minor arm of a priority T-junction. ~ain 
alons a specified path. In tuture applications, we would propose 
to use 'standard manoeuvres' such as these to evaluate and compare 
the CAP at different locations. 

In some cases. a specific manoeuvre may not be appropriate: for 
example. we might wish to estimate the ambient risk ot a vehicle 
bei~ hit while parked in the nearside lane of a dual 
carria~eway. In such cases, it would be necessary to select an 
arbitrar~ time interval - say 5s and estimate the probability 
that a collision would occur in that interval, given the above 
assumpt1~ns about the behaviour of the road users involved. 

Calculated in this way, the CAP value would appear to satisty most 
ot the criteria set out previously for an 'objective' risk 
measure. Note that other things being equal, the CAP value will 
normally increase with the speed of vehicle A, because the 
manoeuvrability of the vehicle will be adversely affected, both 
in terms of minimum turn radius and minimum braking distance. 

As with all other forms of accident risk measure, CAP should 
ideally have both a probability element and a pay-oft element. 
The latter is difficult, and for the moment we will concentrate on 
the probability element alone. 
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Rate o~ cbanae .eaaures 

A possible refinement of the TLC and TTC measures would be to use 
rates of change rather than the values themselves as measures of 
ambient risk. The reason has to do with the driver's ability to 
process information. One suspects that it is more difficult to 
cope with a situation where threats are increasing in number and 
severity. compared to one in which they are constant or 
decreasing. and the rate of increase may be important. For 
example. on the approach to a bend, the 'objective' risk increases 
sharply. because lateral control becomes critical - a small error 
poses a serious threat. In addition, important information about 
oncoming vehicles is suppressed. By comparison. on a straight 
road there is more time to carry out a correction to restore the 
vehicle to a safe lateral position within the lane. and other 
vehicles are more visible. 

At times. the rate at which events change may outstrip the ability 
of the driver to cope: there is a lag between an increase in 
objective risk and the driver's perception of it. which can lead 
to a high level of accident risk. Another example which supports 
this argument would be the example of shock wave formation on a 
high-speed dual carriageway. In principle, motorways should be 
safe. because visibility is good and the opposing traffic 
movements are physically separated. But when motorways become 
congested, vehicles gather into 'platoons', and the speed of each 
vehicle in the platoon must be continually adjusted to that of the 
vehicle ahead. If the vehicles are travelling too close together. 
this car-following process may become unstable, and vehicles 
occasionallY have to brake sharply to avoid hitting the vehicle in 
front. The shock wave may be propogated along the traffic stream, 
growing in magnitude. until a collision occurs. In these 
circumstances. there may be no obvious sign of the impending 
instability for drivers at the rear of the platoon. and hence the 
perceived risk is low. From the moment when the shock wave is 
created. the threat grows very Quickly. and those drivers may not 
have time to respond safely. 

Again. speed has an important influence. In this case. there are 
two distinct reasons: first, increasing the speed adversely 
affects manoeuverabi11ty. Second. the higher the speed. the less 
time drivers have to process the available information and 
respond. It is not so much the threat itself which causes the 
problem. but the suddenness with which it arrives in relation to 
perceived risk. This seems to be a particularly important factor 
in the occurrence of rear-end accidents on high speed roads. It 
may also account for other types of accident. for example. 
accidents arising from overtaking on two-way roads. 
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Road accidents occur when the ability of the driver to cope falls 
short of the information processing task reQuired of him. Our aim 
is to express this idea in a Quantitative framework. In an 
earlier paper (Wright and Boyle. 1987) we suggested that the 
predominant factor was the extent to which perceived risk 
underestimates apparent risk. and as a first step. we now try to 
develop this idea a little furthe~ 

A s:laple IDode1 

It is a plausible hypothesis that no road user deliberately sets 
out to have an accident: to put it another way. if it were clear 
to a road user that a particular course of action would lead 
inevitably to an accident. he would adopt some other alternative 
(assuminc that one were available). More generally. if a road 
user correctly perceives that a particular action carries a high 
risk. and he is free to choose some other action which carries 
less risk. then he will tend to select the latter. 

This implies that in places where drivers correctly perceive the 
risk associated with a manoeuvre. or overestimate the risk. they 
will tend to choose a course of action which minimises the 
probability of an accident. On the other hand, if the risk is 
underestimated. an inappropriate choice may be made. and the 
probability of an accident ~ses. In general. the greater the 
error of underestimation. the greater the freQuency of accidents. 
The simplest algebraic formulation of this idea would be: 

A = constant x (Ra - Rp) (Ra> Rp) ••• (1 ) 

where 
A = accident freQuency per unit time at the site. 

Rp = perceived risk. 
Ra = ambient risk . 

There is no logical reason. 
should apply. as opposed to 

however, 
the many 

achieve more or less the same result. 

why this particular formula 
other formulae which might 

In general, we can write 

• •• (2) 

where f is some single-valued function of the two risk variables 
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whose value satisries the rollowing constraints: 

A = O. 
A > O. 

dA 

Ra < Rp; 
otherwise. 

dX > O. x = Ra - Rp > 0 

However. there are certain drawbacks even 
rormulation. Ir a driver overestimates the 
still become involved in an accident because: 

(i) he accepts the risk. or 

to this more general 
ambient risk, he m~ 

(ii) he mistakenly chooses an inappropriate course or action. 
or 

(iii) he chooses an apPropriate course or action but an accident 
still occurs because or events outside his control. 

In addition. none or the above models recognise the time 
dimension: they picture the driver as making a once-and-ror-all 
decision on the approach to each hazard. We are thererore led to 
the idea or trying to integrate the risk interaction concept 
within a 'dynamic' model rramework, which rerlects more closely 
the processes which take place when the driver tackles a 
succession or problems on the road. 

A .~1e dVna.dc .ode1 o~ r~.k ~nteract~on 

It is usual to picture the driver's control process as a closed 
loop involving rour main elements: perception. cognition. decision 
and action. For present purposes we can aggregate the rirst three 
or these elements into one. and call it 'perceived risk'. We also 
need to introduce ambient risk into the loop: each cycle or the 
loop results in some response rrom the driver (it may be a null 
response) which alters the relationship or the vehicle to its 
environment. and leads to a change in ambient risk: 

t NO ACCIDENT 
PERCEIVED RISK --"(action }-----4I~~AMBIENT RISK ~ 

--.... ACCIDENT 

Fig 1: Closed loop model ror risk interaction 

In addition. we categorise accidents as an orrshoot or the closed 
loop arising rrom the interaction between perceived and ambient 
risk. The road user is continually scanning the environment. 
making perceived risk assessments. When the risk becomes 
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appreciable, he makes an adjustment and thereby alters the ambient 
risk for future cycles of the loop. Some of the adjustments may 
be irrevocable, and hence we can picture each decision as a 
branching point which may l ead to several quite distinct outcomes. 
(These branching points are not explicitly represented in Fig 1). 

At the branching points. 'good' decisions (ie, decisions which 
lead to low values of ambient risk) are taken when the perceived 
risk is hiSh in relation to ambient risk. and perhaps when a high 
risk is anticipated in sUfficient time for appropriate action to 
be taken. 'Bad' decisions (ie. decisions which lead to high 
future ambient risk) are taken when perceived risk is low in 
relation to ambient risk, or when the ambient risk is rapidly 
increasine· 

This last point corresponds to the interesting possibility 
(discussed in the previous section in relation to the 'rate of 
change' definition of ambient risk) that a hi~h perceived risk 
alone does not necessarily suarantee safety. When approaching a 
hazard at high speed, the driver may perceive a hi~her risk than 
he would if travelling more slowly. but the perceived risk may not 
increase in line with the ambient risk because there is 
insufficient processing time for him correctly to assess the 
hazard. 

"pir1ca~ con~ir.ation o~ the interaction .ode~s: possible .ethods 

An essential step in the development of models for accident 
causation based on the interaction between perceived and ambient 
risk will be to carry out empirical measurements to see if the 
theory fits the facts. Previously. the authors have considered an 
approach along the following lines: 

(i) Select a group of sites having different accident rates: 

(ii) Measure the perceived risk at 
representative sample of drivers: 

each site for a 

(iii) Engage an expert panel to assess the ambient risk for each 
site: 

(iv) Find mathematical relationships which give the best 
predictions of accident rates in terms of perceived and 
ambjent risk. 

We would now suggest calculating the ambient risk according to one 
or other of the definitions ~ut forward in this paper, which would 
effectively replace, step (iii) with a more 'objective' procedure. 
We still anticipate some difficult~ arising from random 
fluctuations in the observed accident rates. however. which are 
likely to make the model-fitting process Quite difficult. 
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POJUIULAB POR TO AlDUB.T RISK ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIP'IC MANOBUVUS 

In order to illustrate 
ambient risk. we now 
values associated with 
situations. We assume 
ot the road. 

some ot the alternative detinitions ot 
derive mathematical expressions tor the 
specific manoeuvres in idealised traffic 

that vehicles travel on the right hand side 

Stra~cht two-wAV road: ~atera~ deviation and reeoverv 

Consider a vehicle of width 2h moving along a 2- lane road at 
constant speed u. with equal lateral clearance c to the ed~e ot 
the lane on either side. The steering wheel is moved so that the 
vehicle starts to turn to the left with constant radius r. and 
when it has turned throu~h an angle 9. the driver starts to 
recover b~ turnin~ to the right with radius r' through angle 9. 
and then completes the manoeuvre b~ turning to the left (also with 
radius r') to restore the vehicle to the centre ot its lane. The 
sequence is illustrated in P'i~ 2. We assume in this example that 
the vehic~e's lateral displacement during the initial deviation 
manoeuvre is less than the usual lateral separation 2c between the 
vehic~es in opposing lanes. but that the maximum deviation is 
greater than 2c so that the vehicle encroaches on the opposing 
lane (indicated b~ the shaded area in Fig 2). The radius of the 
recover¥ manoeuvre is the smallest possible radius which can be 
sustained at speed u without skidding. We assume that the 
opposinc traffic fo~lows a Poisson process with flow q. and the 
vehicles do not deviate from the centre ot their lane. 

Of the five ambient risk measures considered in this paper. only 
two. TLC and CAP. are appropriate for describing this situation. 
The time-to-co~lision measure (TTC) would require the anal~st to 
specif¥ a 'target' road user with which the original road user 'A' 
was supposed to conflict. and since we are interested in the 
gene~.~ity of conflicts involving A. this tends to rule out the 
method for traffic situations with a random element such as the 
one described here. We could. perhaps. derive an expression for 
the probabilit¥ distribution of TTC under suitable assumptions. 
but the resu~ts would be expressed in a relatively cumbersome 
torm. and their ph¥sical interpretation would not be 
straightforward. 

It is convenient to begin with the CAP measure. It can be shown 
that if vehic~es in the opposing lane take no avoiding action. the 
probabilit~ of a collision. ie. the CAP value. is given b¥ 

CAP = 1 - exp(-2qr'~/u) ••• (3) 
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where 

= arc cos 1 
(1'+1" ) (1- cos e) - 2c 

1" + h 
• • • ( It ) 

and 1" 
2 = u /Fg: •.• ( 5 ) 

and where F is the sideways force coeff1cient (1e. the effective 
coefficient of friction at rig:htang:les to the axis of the 
vehicle). The derivation is g:iven in the Appendix. As m1g:ht be 
expected. this expression increases with each of the parameters Q. 

r. e. u. and T. and 1t decreases as c and F increase. 

It is also possible to obtain an expression for the corresponding: 
CAP value for curved roads. although the seometr¥ is less 
straig:htforward. In principle. we could calculate and plot CAP 
values at different points along: a road. taking into account 
changes in the opposing flow. road curvature. road width. and 
skidding: resistance. Usi~ these formulae. we could therefore 
'map' the ambient risk associated with 'deviation' manoeuvres of 
the kind pictured 1n F1g 2. and th1s would allow a s¥stematic 
comparison of ambient risks arising from errors 1n steer1ng: 
control at different points on the road network. 

As an alternative. we can also formulate an expression for the TLC 
meaaure. Its value is simpl¥ equal to the t1me spent b¥ vehicle A 
in traversing: arc AB and arc BC in Fig 2. so that 

TLC = [re + r'(e - ~)]/u •.• ( 6 ) 

where 1" and ~ are as defined previousl¥. This measure does not, 
of course, take into account the level of oppos1ng: traffic flow. 
Otherwise. it satisfies our criteria. except that the scale of 
measurement is inverted a small TLC value indicates a hiah 
ambient risk. 

In principle. the rate of chang:e of TLC can be evaluated by 
differentiating: the above expression. but as lons as the parameter 
values remain constant. the rate of change will be zero for a 
strai&;ht road. Important chan,ses will occur on the entry to and 
the exit from a bend. but the g:eometr¥ is too complex to attempt a 
risourous formulation here. 

Stra1.sht road w:1tb :1natantaneous ob.struct:1on: _ .J!SerftC¥ b'~akJaa 

Consider a vehicle A travelling: along a straight road w1th 
constant ~,eed u. The lane in which it is travelling is liable to 
be suddenl~ obstructed for a period of time T. If this occurs. we 
stipulate that driver A carries out an emergency braking 
manoeuvr,e: this involves a response period R during which the 
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Fig 2: Lateral deviation and 
recovery manoeuvre 
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Fig 3: Braking to avoid instantaneous 
obstruction 
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speed does not chanse. followed 
constant rate of acceleration 'a' 

b¥ a period 
(a < 0). 

of braking at a 

If obstructions were to arise at regular or determinate intervals. 
this process would correspond roughlv to the effect of traffic 
signals or a railw&¥ crossing barrier. On the other hand. if the¥ 
occurred at random intervals. the process would correspond to the 
emergence of vehicles from a lightl¥-trafficked side road at a 
prioritv junction. or pedestrians stepping into the road at an 
uncontrolled crossing. Consequentlv. the situation we have 
described can be made to represent (at least. in an approximate 
fashion) a wide range of real traffic situations. given 
appropriate adjustments to the assumptions. 

We will consider the random case 
deal with the CAP measure first. 
Appendix. The result is: 

CAP z 1 - exp(-qs/u) 

here. 
The 

Acain it is convenient to 
derivation is given in the 

••• (7 ) 

where s is the 'critical 
distance of vehicle A from 

approach distance'. such that if the 
the site of the obstruction is less 

than s when an obstruction arises. a collision will occur. but not 
otherwise. The value of s is given by 

s uT (0 < T < R) 

= uT + !.a(T-R)2 (R < T < R-.!! ) 
2 a 

2 
= uR - .1L (R-.!! < T) 

2a a 

These three different sets of conditions are illustrated in Fig 3. 
The CAP value increases as u and T increase. and as the absolute 
value of acceleration decreases. 

Neither the TLC nor the TTC measure are appropriate for this 
particular traffic situation. The TLC measure could perhaps be 
quantified as the time remaining before vehicle A reaches the 
obstruction site. but this would not tell us much about the 
ambient risk which is specific! to that site. The TTC measure 
suffers from the same drawback as it does with the deviation 
manoeuvre in the previous section. ie. it would be necessary to 
specify a 'target' - in this case. a particular obstruction - with 
which it was supposed to conflict. before any calculation could be 
made. 
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The authors believe that it would be use~ul to develop a 
theoretical ~ramework ~or road accident causation in which 
'subjective' and 'objective' risk have distinct roles. To do this. 
we need among other things to create a de~inition ~or 'objective' 
risk which is totall~ independent o~ road user perception . such a 
measure would characterise the risk which is inherent or 'built-
in' to the road environment. 
'ambient risk'. 

and we there~ore re~er to it as 

The alternative de~initions ~or ambient risk which have been 
investi~ated in this paper presumabl~ represent onl~ a small 
proportion o~ the Possibilities. So ~ar. the de~inition which 
best satis~ies our criteria is the Conditional Accident 
Probabilit~ measure (CAP). which measures the probabilit~ o~ an 
accident occurring to a siven road user A as a result o~ a pre
de~ined manoeuvre. on the assumption that no other road user makes 
an~ allowance ~or his presence. Eventuall~, we aim to 
characterise ambient risk at an~ point on a road network as the 
risk associated with a limited range o~ 'standard manoeuvres'. so 
that comparisons can readil~ be made between one location and 
another. 

The results obtained in this paper ~or two such manoeuvres. which 
with suitable modi~ication can be applied to a ~alrl~ wide range 
o~ tra~~ic situations. are broadl~ encouragins. 
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APPa.D.IX: DERIYATIOR OP KXPRBSSIORS POR ANBIaRT RISK 

Str~cbt 2-wav road: ~atera~ dev~at~on and recover,v 

Let the period during which vehicle A encroaches in the path ot 
the opposing vehicles (the shaded 'collision zone' in Fig 2) be T. 
If we assume the opposing tlow is Poisson. the probabilitv that no 
opposing vehicle arrives during this period is equal to exp(-qT). 
and the probabilitv of at least one vehicle b~ the expression 1-
exp( - qT). Neglecting the ph~sical length ot the opposing 
vehicles. this is just the probability ot a collision. so that 

CAP = 1 - exp(-qT) .•. (Ai) 

Now. t~e distance travelled bV vehicle A in the collision zone 
(measured along its centreline) is equal to 2r'~. and therefore 
the time T spent in the collision zone is 2r'~/u. where r' is the 
minimum radius ot turn. SUbstituting in eQ (Ai) we get 

CAP = 1 - exp(-2Qr'~/u) ... (A2) 

The angle ~ is determined as tollows. 
we have 

In triangle OHB ot Fig 2. 

OH = (r - h) cos e 

and in triangle PJB we have 

PJ = ( r ' + h) cos e. 

Now the lateral intrusion DN within 
the tota~ lateral deviation less 
separation. ie HA + JD - 2c. and 
JD z r' +h - PJ we can write 

the oPPosing lane is equal to 
the initial vehicle path 

since HA r -h - OH and 

DN = r-h - (r-h) cos e + r'+h - (r'+h) cos e 2c 

(r + r')(l - cos e) 2c 

Now in triangle PNC. we have 

cos ~ PN/(r' + h) (r' + h - DN)/(r' + h) 
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= 1 
(r+r') (l-cos e) - 2c 

r' + h 
. .. (A3) 

We also need to determine an expression for r': equatin~ the 
centrifugal force at the point of skiddin~ with the sideways 
friction force FMg where M is the vehicle mass and F the sideways 
coefficient of friction. we have FMg = Mu 2/r' and hence 
r' = u 2/Fg. Substituting for r' in eq (A3) and then substituting 
for ~ in eq (A2) ~ives the required result. 

Straight road with instantaneous obstruction 

Driver A will avoid a collision if his response time plus the time 
absorbed in brakin~ upstream of the obstruction is greater than 
the duration T of the obstruction. In the critical case. the two 
will be equal. Let the distance travelled duri~ the response 
plus braking period in the critical case be s. We shall call 
this the 'critical approach distance'. 

Assuming that the vehicle were to continue at constant speed u. 
the time it would take to cover the critical approach distance 
would be s/u. A collision would occur if an obstruction arose 
during this time interval. but not otherwise. If the rate of 
occurrence of obstructions is Poisson with mean rate q 
obstructions/unit time, then the probabilitv of no obstructions 
arising is equal to exp(-qs/u). and the probabili tv of at least 
one arising is 1 - eXP(-Qs/u). This is just the probabilit¥ of a 
collision. ie. the CAP value. Hence. 

CAP = 1 - exp(-qs/u) ••• (All ) 

The critical approach distance s can be derived b¥ considerin~ Fi~ 
3. Both the time and distance origin are fixed at the point where 
the space-time trajectorv of vehicle A would meet the obstruction 
site if there were no change in its speed u. 

There are three distinct cases: the first case occurs when T is 
less than the driver's response time and no braking takes place 
(Fig 3a). The critical approach distance here is given bv 

s '" uT ••• (AS) 

The second case occurs when R < T < R-u/a. and althou~h the driver 
has time to brake, the vehicle does not actuall¥ stop before 
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reachins the obstruction (Fig 3b). 
braking is given bv 

= u(T - R) + 

The distance V absorbed in 

and the critical approach distance is equal to this distance plus 
the distance travelled uR durins the driver's response period. 
Hence 

s = uT + ••• (A6) 

The third case occurs when T > R-u/a and the vehicle stops (Fig 
3c). The critical approach distance is here equal to the overall 
stopping diatance. ie. 

s = uR 
2 

!L. 
2& 

••• (A7) 

For each of the three cases. the appropriate expression for scan 
now be substituted in eQ (A~) to sive the correspondins CAP value. 
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